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The Elite Advisor™ is pleased to provide you with this exceptional collection of sales ideas
and marketing strategies from our All-Star line-up of World Class Coaches.
“One good idea is all one needs to achieve great success.”
Think and Grow Rich … by Napolean Hill
Each of these World Class Coaches has extensive experience working with financial
advisors across Canada and the United States and they are committed to helping you:
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

attract and retain more quality clients
take your business to the next level
increase your sales and profits
improve your practice through personal and business development
achieve your personal and financial goals, dreams, and objectives
plus so much more

This White paper is just a small sample of what is available on our website. Please visit our
website to find hundreds of Sales Ideas, Marketing Strategies, e-Books, White Papers,
Webinars, Advisor Development, Practice Management, Audios, Videos, Podcasts, and
much more from the World Class Coaches.

www.TheEliteAdvisor.ca

You may distribute this 67 page White Paper to your peers and associates at no cost
provided you agree not to alter it in any way.
Copyright © 2008 The Elite Advisor™
All Rights Reserved.
519.438.6075

Subscribe to our free weekly money-making newsletter or become a Member and take advantage of
all the Members-only benefits … www.TheEliteAdvisor.ca

DISCLAIMERS AND/OR LEGAL NOTICES: The information presented herein represents the views of each respective
Coach. The respective coaches reserve the right to alter and update his/her opinion(s). This report is for informational
purposes only and neither the coaches nor The Elite Advisor™ assume any responsibility for errors, inaccuracies, or
omissions. If advice concerning legal or related matters is needed, the services of a fully qualified professional should be
sought. This report is not intended for use as a source of accounting, financial or legal or accounting advice. You should be
aware of any laws that govern business transactions or other business practices in your province, state, or country.
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Bill Bachrach
Salespeople tend to spend a lot of time, energy and money on prospecting, marketing and selling.
Salespeople pursue clients. Trusted Advisors tend to spend very little time, money and energy on prospecting,
marketing and selling. Why not? They simply don't have to. Trusted Advisors attract clients.
Whether you feel like you are pursuing or attracting is a good clue as to whether you are a salesperson or a
Trusted Advisor. People tell Trusted Advisors where all their money is, give it all to Trusted Advisors, and refer
Trusted Advisors to everyone they know. The hallmark of the Trusted Advisor is the unsolicited referral. If you
don't get many unsolicited referrals, your clients probably perceive you as a salesperson.

Whether you are a rookie or a veteran, the sooner you behave like a
Trusted Advisor instead of a salesperson the sooner you will enjoy the
benefits of the Trusted Advisor:
Trusted Advisors gather more assets, spend less time and money on
prospecting and marketing, make more money and get lots of referrals.
The purpose of this article is to help you clearly draw the distinction
between the salesperson and The Trusted Advisor™, by using the
history and the evolution of selling as a guide, so you can have these
benefits, too.

_______________________

Trusted Advisors
gather more assets,
spend less time
and money on
prospecting and
marketing, make
more money and
get lots of referrals.
_________________

Old-School Sales Techniques
Conventional sales training began in the 1930s with the development of a “scientific” approach. It
focused on probing for problems and hot buttons, making features and benefits presentations to meet
a need or solve a problem, handling objections and closing skills.
Why do salespeople have to be skilled at handling objections? Because people object to salespeople.
Their training focused them on negative emotions, which by definition are unpleasant. The primary
emotion taught for use in financial services is fear: fear of dying prematurely, fear of living too long,
fear of not having enough money to retire or send our kids/grandkids to college, fear of being a
burden to our family, and so on.
Who wants to work with someone who makes them afraid? My personal belief is that more people
seek discount brokers and Internet trading to avoid being bludgeoned by salespeople than they do for
the cheap prices or the "fun" of managing their own money.
Of course, another negative emotion we were taught to appeal to is greed. Yet when you sell to greed
you end up with greedy clients. The typical salesperson tooting his own horn and promising more
than he can deliver: "Work with us because our gurus are smarter, our economists are better, and our
experts are the best, which means you'll get a better return."
I heard this comment recently: "I know about financial ‘consultants.’ They are like car salespeople
who dress nice."
Of course the ultimate negative emotional sales technique is guilt. “What would happen to the people
you love if something where to happen to you tomorrow?” “People who truly care about their families
have their financial houses in order. How about you?” “People don't plan to fail, they fail to plan.” “If
you don't plan now you could spend your golden years working at the golden arches.”
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The cliches weren’t reserved just for clients. This generation of selling spawned some common
slogans:
• “Dig 'em a hole and throw 'em a rope.”
• “Close early, close often, close late.”
• “The ABCs of Selling: Always Be Closing”
• “People don't buy products, they buy solutions to their problems.”
• And the salesperson’s battle cry: “Find a need, make it hurt and close, close, close!”
In the 1980s, the consultative or relationship-selling approach was born. It's really just the same old
school sales techniques in sheep's clothing. Most counselor or relationship models promote the
pretense of a friendship to avoid the impression of manipulation. But what could be more
manipulative than pretending to be someone's friend in order to get their business? The
salesperson/counselor initiates superficial chitchat to find some "common ground" and then moves on
to a series of "probing" questions to find the need, make it hurt, and close, close, close!
Yes, there's plenty of psychological research selectively used by sales trainers to justify that people
take action when they are in pain, have a problem, or are incensed by greed. Sales techniques do
produce results. However, the Trusted Advisor recognizes that most people would rather be inspired
to act rather than be scared to act. How about you? Would you rather be scared or inspired?
Moving On to the New School
The Trusted Advisor focuses on finding the right fit, not making the sale. The Trusted Advisor inspires
people with positive emotions about the great future they will have and how the Trusted Advisor will
be their coach to help them make it happen.
Today there are specific methods for building high-trust client relationships. In other articles I have
addressed some of these methods, including being selective with your clients, conducting the Values
Conversation™, using the Financial Road Map®, maintaining trust by adding value, and so on. Trustbuilding methods are 180 degrees from sales training because the fastest way to cause someone to
distrust you is to behave like a salesperson.
As a Trusted Advisor, gone are the days of manipulation and high pressure; with trust, you can forget
your old school sales training. You attract new business with the great relationships and excellent
service you provide to clients. New business will approach 100% from referrals because getting
introduced to family, friends and colleagues is natural.
Remember: don't be a salesperson, be a Trusted Advisor.

Bill Bachrach is one of the most recognized “names” in the Financial Services industry and was named “one of
the four most influential people in the Financial Services industry” by Financial Planning Magazine. As the
“father” of the Values-Based Financial Planning™ philosophy and the Trusted Advisor concept, Bill’s work has
had a profound impact on how Financial Professionals conduct business, and he has stood at the forefront of
the movement to transform the Financial Services industry into a true profession
Mr. Bachrach is the author of four of the industry’s most definitive works, including Values-Based Financial
Planning and High-Trust Leadership (co-authored with Norman Levine), and he has delivered well over 1000
presentations worldwide.
© 2007 Bachrach and Associates Inc. All rights reserved. www.bachrachvbs.com
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There’s no question that people do business with people they like, and the key to having someone
like you is to build rapport with them. But sometimes, that’s easier said than done. One of the
challenges to building rapport is simply understanding what “rapport” is. Webster’s Dictionary
defines rapport as, “relation characterized by harmony, conformity, accord, or affinity.” Nice idea,
but what does that really mean and how do you create that? Is it possible to meet a stranger and
within a short period of time, create a “relation characterized by harmony, conformity, accord, or
affinity?” The answer is “Yes”, but it often requires an intention to build rapport to achieve it.
It’s true that sometimes we meet someone and almost immediately feel a “connection” with them.
Not only do we feel that connection, but we do so without any effort. We have a natural
connection. We are kindred spirits, of a sort. In other words, we naturally have a “relation
characterized by harmony, conformity, accord, or affinity.” We have created rapport without even
thinking about it. But more often, we meet a person and feel no connection whatsoever with
them. Even when we want to connect and “build rapport”, we are unable to do so. Why is that?
Why are we able to have almost instant rapport with some people and almost no rapport with
others? There are a number of reasons for this, but the greatest contributor to rapport lies in our
“social style” and the “social styles” of others.
________________________

The secret to
building rapport
with others
depends upon our
understanding of
social styles.
________________________________________

The secret to building rapport with others depends upon our
understanding of social styles. It rests with our ability to know our
own primary social style, with our ability to read the social styles
of others, and with knowing how to best relate to each social
style. Generally, we tend to best relate to people who share the
same primary social style as our own. To become a more
masterful communicator and to enhance our success, it is critical
to become competent in reading others and then delivering our
message in a way that will be best received.

There are four social styles, and while I know of at least a dozen labeling systems, I call them
A.C.E.S., which stands for Analytical, Commander, Expressive, and Stabilizer. Allow me provide a
brief overview of each style. Analyticals are just that – very analytical. They seek perfection.
They’re organized, detail-minded, and somewhat idealistic. Analyticals can become easily
depressed, and are often are moody and sarcastic. Commanders are natural leaders. They seek
control. They are high achievers, can be bold and assertive, and are often very competitive. They
also can be egocentric, headstrong, and short-tempered. Expressives are people. They seek
fun. They’re animated, cheerful, and enthusiastic. They also can be loud, overly talkative, and
undisciplined. Stabilizers are relationship builders. They seek peace. You’ll often see them as
accommodating, considerate and easy-going. Stabilizers will avoid conflict, often at any cost.
These brief descriptions should act to give you a sense of what each style is about, but by no
means is comprehensive. Each style has a full complement of strengths and weaknesses, and no
one style is better than another. In addition, most of us have a primary style and a secondary
style. Although we speak of just four styles, the combinations of traits within us are almost infinite
and make us all pretty complex. To truly master these principles requires a more comprehensive
program than what this article can cover.
Once we’re aware of the four styles and their traits, it behooves us to learn to read them in others.
Reading social styles in others is an art that requires practice. But the rewards of being able to
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read others are immeasurable. Basically, there are two ways to pick up social style clues and
build a profile on someone – observing and listening. By knowing what to look for and what to
listen for, we often (but not always) are able to determine another’s social style(s). Although we
can’t go into all the necessary detail here in this article, it is helpful to get a sense of how one goes
about determining a person’s social styles. Here are the fundamentals:
Observing
Clues about a person’s social styles can be picked up by observing his or her clothing, body
language and /or surroundings. For example, conservative clothing may suggest a person is an
Analytical, flamboyant clothing almost always marks someone as an Expressive, and a “power
suit” is often worn by a Commander. As for body language, the introverted styles of Analytical and
Stabilizer will usually adopt “closed” postures. That is, they will often cross their arms and/or legs
and will be certain to maintain their personal space. In contrast, the extroverted styles of
Commander and Expressive have no problem getting close to someone when talking to them.
They may even reach out and touch the other person’s arm to make a point. When it comes to
observing surroundings, clues can be picked up on someone by being mindful of how they keep
their office. For example, Analyticals keep things orderly, while Expressives may have toys on
their desk.
Listening
One of the easiest ways to spot someone’s social style is through their speech. By that, I mean
the pace of speech, the inflections of their speech, the volume of their speech, and the words they
use. Analyticals often speak with a measured pace, maintain an even tone and volume, and will
use words that they best relate to. You’ll often hear them use phrases such as: “let me have the
details”, “I need more facts”, or “let me think about it.” Commanders will speak at a much more
rapid pace, louder than an Analytical, and will use expressions like: “what’s the bottom line
here?”, “get to the point” or “how long will this take?” Expressives often speak rapidly, loudly and
expressively, and will often laugh and smile. Stabilizers on the other hand, will speak more slowly
and softly, and will often start conversations with discussions of leisure time or family. They may
use words and phrases like: “help”, “team”, or “work together.”
Clearly this is just an overview on how to read people. Once a person masters the ability to read
others, it becomes much, much easier to build rapport quickly, which, in turn, leads to greater
success. You build rapport by matching and mirroring the other person’s social style and thereby
putting them at ease. This allows them to receive the information you have with a more open
mind. After all, our goal is to help others as much as possible and in order to do that we must find
a way to deliver our message effectively.

"THE INSURANCE & ADVISOR COACH"
Michael Beck, The Insurance & Advisor Coach, is president and founder of Exceptional Leadership, Inc. He helps insurance
professionals improve recruiting, production, productivity, communication, and leadership competencies. His clients achieve
their business and personal goals faster and easier.
Mr. Beck's credentials include an MBA in Finance from the Wharton School of Business along with degrees in Engineering
from the University of Pennsylvania. Michael has held a variety of executive positions including CEO, COO, CFO, EVP, VP
of Finance, and VP of Business Development. In addition, he worked several years overseas as a Business Advisor to a
member of the Royal Family of Saudi Arabia. He is a Founding Member of the International Association of Coaches and a
Past-President of the Denver Coach Federation.
© 2007 Michael Beck. All rights reserved. www.theinsurancecoach.com
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Do you know what business you’re really in? Do your salespeople? In this issue, we’ll explore what
your prospect really wants to purchase from you and you’ll discover why your answer to the question,
“What business are you really in?” might be wrong.
In the face of tougher competition, more demanding customers, shrinking margins and diminishing
customer loyalty, sales organizations now more than ever need a clear and compelling vision that
defines their purpose.
The truth is that far too many people have no idea what business
they’re in! It’s not unusual for salespeople to say, “I’m in the real
estate business,” “I sell heavy equipment” or “I sell insurance.”
If you push a little further and ask a salesperson what they really sell,
many will say, “I sell value.” If they provide a service, they may even
say, “I sell myself.”

___________________________

Far too many salespeople have no idea
what business
they’re in!
___________________________

All of them are wrong!
Lots of salespeople have a surprisingly simplistic view that forces them to concentrate on their
product or to focus on themselves.
Let’s look at it from the buyer’s point of view. Chances are, the customer who’s interested in buying
heavy equipment, for example, doesn’t have a strong desire to own a piece of heavy equipment just
for the sake of owning it.
In other words, your customer may not be focused on the actual product at all. Their chief concern
might be something along the lines of, “Our construction project is running behind schedule. We need
to increase our productivity by at least 15% or we won’t be able to meet the terms of our contract.”
Which salesperson is more likely to get this customer’s order?
The one who says, “Our equipment is safe, reliable, easy-to-operate and energy-efficient.”
Or the one who says, “I would recommend this particular piece of equipment for you because it will
allow you to speed up your project by at least 25% so you won’t have to worry about failing to meet
your deadline.”
The first salesperson presented benefits that are likely to be attractive to potential customers. Who
doesn’t want something that’s safe, reliable, easy-to-operate and energy-efficient? That’s all very
nice, but this particular customer will just tune it out. This customer is preoccupied entirely with
speeding up the project. Nothing else matters.
Clearly, the second salesperson hit it right on the head for this customer. But what if that salesperson
says the exact same thing to every single customer? Chances are that salesperson won’t get too
many orders, either.
The next buyer that salesperson deals with may not care at all about speeding up a project. What if
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the buyer is just getting started in the construction business? For that customer, financing or the
option to rent equipment might be the chief concern. Nothing else will matter if they can’t obtain the
equipment.
But the next customer will probably be focused on yet another entirely different issue…So what do
they all have in common? They’re all looking for solutions.
So what do you really sell?
That’s right, solutions.
Successful sales organizations are in the business of identifying and delivering specific solutions to
each customer’s unique demands. And the most successful ones provide those solutions in a way
that meets each customer’s expectations and increases their receptiveness toward purchasing them.
If more salespeople and sales organizations understood this, there would be more satisfied
customers and fewer struggling salespeople.
So how can you get your sales team to stop obsessing over products, features and benefits and
reach for the broader goal of identifying and delivering specific solutions?
You can start by making sure that your organization has a cohesive sales strategy that supports this
goal. It may require a little organizational soul-searching, and you may discover that your company as
a whole doesn’t always know what business it’s in.
10 Important Questions You Should Consider:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

How critical is your product or service to your customer’s core business strategy?
Based on the importance of your product or service, are your salespeople calling on accounts
at the right level?
Is your sales team using a sales approach that is congruent with the expectations and
demands of the level they are calling on regularly?
Do your salespeople invest an adequate amount of time under-standing the complexity of
problems, solutions required and level of commitment your customers are seeking?
Are your salespeople, your organization and your product positioned in a way that attracts
favorable attention?
Are you having difficulty getting the attention of the people you need to be in front of in order
to sell your product?
Do you have the appropriate sales tools, aids and resources that appeal to the correct level of
prospect?
Does your sales team have enough depth of understanding about each product to ensure the
absolute best application?
Is your sales team equipped to deliver the solutions appropriate to the demand and level of
expertise your customers require?
Does your sales team have the necessary support from your organization to deliver the most
effective solutions your product promises?

Your next step is to teach your salespeople how to uncover what solution each buyer is after. It
sounds simple, but for most salespeople the hardest part is unlearning their bad habits.
Most of the time, salespeople are so eager to launch into their “benefits pitch” that they never find out
which benefit is most important to their customer. Instead of taking the time to carefully line up their
shots to hit the target, they fire off hastily in every direction and hit nothing.
The most important piece of advice that you can offer your sales team in this area is to “Shut up and
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listen!” Without listening skills, they’re never going to be able to learn a thing about their customers’
most pressing problems.
The next thing to tackle is improving their questioning skills. With the right questions and careful
listening, your salespeople can begin to figure out what solution fits each customer.
Exercise for Your Next Meeting
This exercise is designed to introduce your team to a powerful questioning strategy that will help them
uncover their prospects’ most pressing problems, then go one step further by showing them how to
agitate those problems with what we call a “3-deep” approach.
To really get it right, your salespeople will probably have to practice these lines of questioning over
and over again. The temptation to jump to the “pitch” is hard to overcome. But learning and adopting
this strategy is well worth the effort. It’s a no-fail formula for hitting the right target every time.
Problem-Resolution Questions
Write down three potential problems one of your prospects/customers might need to solve.
(Example: Repair costs out of control)
1. _____________________________________________________________________________
2. _____________________________________________________________________________
3. _____________________________________________________________________________

Write one “problem” question you could ask about each of the problems cited above to
determine if it is really an issue for a specific prospect.
(Example: How much of your potential profit is being eaten up by repair costs?)
1. Problem #1 question: ___________________________________________________________
2. Problem #2 question: ___________________________________________________________
3. Problem #3 question: ___________________________________________________________

For each problem identified, write down three follow-up questions you could ask to further
“agitate” the problem.
(Example: “What will happen if these costs continue?”)
Problem #1
1. ____________________________________________________________________________
2. ____________________________________________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________________________________________
Problem #2
1. ____________________________________________________________________________
2. ____________________________________________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________________________________________
Problem #3
1. ____________________________________________________________________________
2. ____________________________________________________________________________
3. ____________________________________________________________________________
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In memory of Bill Brooks who passed away in October 2007.
Bill (or “Coach” Brooks as he was known by so many) dedicated his life to elevating the respect paid to those
of us involved in professional selling. He championed (and genuinely enjoyed) the day-to-day life of the
salesperson, and always took pride in the fact that he’d “raised himself from failure to success in sales.”
He’d been fired from his very first commission-only sales job and his tireless struggle to become a top sales
superstar always showed up in Bill’s disdain for “overblown theory” and his constant desire to match the
“game plan” to street-smart how to’s.
To realize his vision of helping sales professionals enjoy the success he knew they could achieve, Bill
became a highly successful sales author, speaker, and consultant. He even distilled the essence of his
salesmanship “take-aways” into IMPACT selling, which remains one of his enduring legacies.
In short, Bill proved to be the consummate entrepreneur as well as sales professional.
But more than that, Bill was – more than anything – a genuine coach and teacher whose first goal was
always to move people to mastery, to the level where they could independently teach others from their own
uniquely developed insights.
The Brooks Group received countless calls and letters during the weeks following Bill’s death. Each told a
tale, wove a story, or related an anecdote about how Bill spent one-on-one time with clients and colleagues,
always encouraging them, suggesting business ideas and telling them that he was always only a phone call
away whenever they needed advice.
In short, Bill’s real ambition was to grow his clients – and his company – far bigger and higher than he could
reach on his own. He worked tirelessly to build a self-sustaining, corporate-level company by personally
recruiting highly skilled people, and installing proven systems. And he succeeded!
The Brooks Group’s 20+ employees continue to carry Bill’s legacy into the future not only by delivering and
building upon Bill’s street-smart yet strategic sales and sales management training programs, but by
continuing on his legacy of coaching sales professionals into mastery and independence.
Bill’s reminder that “Your Sales Success Is Our Life’s Work.” Will always be remembered.
This is the fire that will keep The Brooks Group moving forward.

© 2007 The Brooks Group. All rights reserved.

www.TheBrooksGroup.com
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Overview:
It doesn’t matter if it is a bad day in the market or a back office screw up at your firm, avoiding your
clients when things aren’t going well is a recipe for disaster. Reflecting on a particularly bad day in
the stock market a few months ago, this coaching session stresses the importance of being able to
step outside of your comfort zone. Sometimes good old-fashioned handholding will help you
deliver the “Ultimate Client Experience”.

Article:
I’m perplexed!
More often than not advisors ask me for ideas on how to improve their client communication. They
want to know what they can do to build loyalty and new business opportunities.
_______________________________________

With the stock market
witnessing one of its worst
days in recent memory, I heard
a lot of excuses for NOT being
in touch with clients.

But a few months ago, with the stock market witnessing
one of its worst days in recent memory, I heard a lot of
excuses for NOT being in touch with clients. The Dow
Jones Industrial Average had posted its seventh worst
drop of all time and many advisors decided to take a wait
and see approach to client service

_______________________________________

I guess it doesn’t bother these advisors that everyone from Jim Cramer to Larry King to Jay Leno
was willing to offer their clients advice. Right or wrong, everyone with an opinion gave one.
This one day sell-off was big news! Even the endless reporting on the death of Anna Nicole Smith
took a back seat.
Now don’t get me wrong, in the long-term scheme of things the market sell-off was just a blip in the
radar. I heard one economist describe the decline as “a bad hair day for stocks”.
Yet, for advisors who strive for a more personal touch to client service, the market decline
represented an opportunity to shine – not to hide. It was a great excuse to let your clients know
you’re constantly thinking about them.
To test my theory, I called the assistant of a friend of mine who runs a financial planning and
investment advisory practice. This 3-person team is part of a branch office of a regional brokerage
firm that houses about 5 other advisory teams. I asked her if the phones were “ringing off the
hook” with calls from clients.
She made 2 observations:
Her team’s phone lines were only busy with outgoing calls. On the day of the sell-off, they had put
a plan together for reaching out to their top client no matter what the market did the following
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morning. They hadn’t received a single incoming call. She commented, “We’ve trained our clients
to expect these drops, but we call anyway because we never know who’s worried and not telling
us.”
Then she continued, “The other advisors in the office have had a lot of calls. But it’s to be
expected, these guys never talk to their clients.”
I hope these words have you scratching your head. What kind of client service grade would you
have given yourself on a day like that?
If you would have been on the phone, making contact and letting your clients know how important
they are to you and tour team - congratulations! I bet most of them would tell you that you didn’t
even need to call. You “get” client service.
If you would have waited for the phone to ring no matter how compelling the case for proactive
client service, let me take a crack at your excuses:
1. You run a fee-based advisory practice or a financial planning firm, so your clients don’t
expect you to call them every time the market has a bad day.
2. You’re going to get a letter in the mail as soon as you can – probably next week.
3. Your clients have been through the ’87 crash, 9/11 and a bunch of other lousy markets –
they’re used to it.
4. You’re a wealth manger and real wealth managers don’t have to make this type of call –
that’s for everyday financial advisors and stockbrokers.
5. You just don’t have time.
Well, I’ll admit it, you may be right. But…
1. What if just one of your clients was unreasonably worried due to personal circumstances of
which you’re unaware and is hesitant to call you to help settle their nerves?
2. What if you never got that market update letter in the mail because it got held up in
compliance?
3. What if that market drop was impacting the psyche of a client who was closer than ever to
an important financial milestone – like an impending retirement? Were you jeopardizing
your relationship and future business?
4. What if your clients don’t have the same view of wealth management? After all, weren’t you
a financial advisor or stockbroker before you donned the role of a wealth manager?
5. What if you had cleared your calendar to focus on your top relationships? Would it have
shown how much you care? Could you have uncovered some new business opportunities
or referrals?
Okay, I know this sounds a bit harsh, but I’m intentionally belaboring the point.
It doesn’t matter if it is a bad day in the market or a back office screw up at your firm, client service
is an all weather sport.
Sometimes when we build systems and routines for handling service, we can lose focus on the oldfashioned art of handholding. And when “things are going well”, as they have been for the past few
years, it’s easy to forget how to respond in tough situations.
From time-to-time, “Delivering the Ultimate Client Experience” requires stepping outside of your
comfort zone and expressing unsolicited (and perhaps unneeded) empathy.
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So, don’t greet a bad day in the market with excuses. Take advantage of it and show your clients
how much you care.

If you would like to learn more about “Delivering the Ultimate Client Experience”, email the author of this
article at coach@encoreadvisor.com (type in the subject line … “UCE” / The Elite Advisor) and he will send
you a free copy of his “Six Steps for Delivering the Ultimate Client Experience”.

Rob Brown is committed to helping you build happier client relationships, more freedom and greater profits.
During his 21 year career he has always been a successful producer and valued mentor.
His background also includes executive management with a full-service financial services firm. Rob’s
responsibilities focused on helping advisors grow their practices through coaching, training, fee-based
initiatives, technology enhancements and wealth management.
He has defined all of his roles with the belief that the advisor is the ultimate determinate of success of any
financial services organization. Find ways to make the advisor more effective in building and maintaining
client relationships and the client, firm and advisor will all benefit.
Through this one-of-a-kind website and personal coaching engagements, Rob has worked with advisors from
dozens of broker-dealers. His corporate relationships have included engagements with Scott & Stringfellow,
Sterne Agee, Morgan Stanley, Merrill Lynch, H.D. Vest, John Hancock, MFS, Century Securities and
Securities America.
Rob has been a speaker at Securities Industry and American Banker Association events. He was a regular
financial columnist for the Richmond Times-Dispatch and contributing author to Horsesmouth.com. He has
been quoted in On Wall Street and Information Week magazines.
He is a graduate of Randolph-Macon College with a degree in economics and business. He also
completed a course of study through the Securities Industry Institute at the Wharton School of Business of
the University of Pennsylvania.
© 2007 Encore Advisor. All rights reserved. www.EncoreAdvisor.com
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As I took my seat in the crowded airplane, the woman in the next seat over smiled. "Headed home?"
she asked.
I nodded. "Jupiter, Florida."
"My, you're a long way from home!" she exclaimed. We were on the tarmac in Regina,
Saskatchewan. "What brought you to Regina?"
I told her I had been conducting a seminar for a sales organization.
She wrinkled her nose. "Oh," she pronounced...
____________________________
..."I could never sell."
____________________________
This wasn't the first time I'd heard this.
In fact, most people not actually in sales seem to feel this way. I asked her, if she didn't mind, how
would she define "selling"? I was curious as to what it was she felt she could never do.
She frowned in thought. "I don't know," she said after a moment. "I guess, maybe, 'pushing things on
other people.' "
"Ah. Well in that case, I wouldn't be very good at it either," I replied. "I don't really like it when people
do that to me. Do you?"
"Not at all," she answered promptly.
"Do you buy from those people?"
"No way!" she said.
"Me neither." We both smiled.
After a moment, I went on. "But what if," I paused and thought for a moment...
________________________________________
..."what if we defined selling as...
________________________________________
...'Helping someone get something they want or need?'
What if we defined it as adding value to someone's life? Did you know that the original Old English
word “sellan” meant to give?"
She shook her head.
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"I didn't either, but I looked it up. Amazing, isn't it?"
She nodded.
"What if we saw selling that way, as giving - as sharing the benefits of a product that we ourselves
love, and helping others get those same benefits? If we saw it that way, do you think you'd feel it was
something you might be able to do?"
"If I really believed in it myself?" she said. "Well .. . definitely!"
"So, maybe it isn't that you could never sell," I suggested, "just that you'd really need to feel you were
helping someone, adding value to their life, giving value and sharing the benefits of something that
you yourself truly believed in."
"Yes" she replied excitedly. "That, I could definitely do."
"Me too!" I replied. "I think just about everyone could. And that's exactly what I was just teaching at
the sales conference.
______________________________________________
"Helping people is the essence of selling."
______________________________________________
At the end of the flight I introduced her to one of the women from the sales conference where I'd
spoken who happened to be on the flight.
As I rushed to my next gate, I left the two of them in animated conversation about the possibilities in
store for this young woman in the exciting field of professional sales.
The day after arriving home, I had another exchange about selling. At a local lunch place I often
frequent, I passed by Bill, an architect and genuinely nice guy whom I see there often, and with whom
I typically share cordial "How are you?" type greetings.
Bill commented that he hadn't seen me for a week. "On another speaking trip?" he surmised. Yes, I
told him, I had been. "You look happy - bet you sold a lot while you were gone!" he said with a twinkle
in his eye.
I laughed and said, "Of course, of course." He shook his head and said benignly...
_______________________________________________________

"Sales...the necessary evil of business, right?"
_______________________________________________________
I could have launched into the same sort of explanation I'd shared with the woman on the plane, but
Bill and I were just passing each other in a restaurant line.
It was neither the time nor place to launch into an explanation of the benevolent nobility of the selling
profession.
Another time . . .
Still, it's a shame.
The necessary evil of business . . . There are people who see it this way.
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Personally, I think of selling as the most positive aspect of business.
We all have products and services that enrich our lives, that we need, want and even love.
____________________________________________________
The fact is, we love to buy and we love to own...
____________________________________________________
...and it often takes a sales person to educate us and help us connect our needs and desires with the
benefits that those products and services provide our lives.
This not only benefits us personally, it also provides the basis for a vibrant and growing free market
economy.
Selling is giving - giving time, education, advice, counsel, value - and the more you give, the more
you get.
Knowing that, how could anyone not sell . . . and not be proud to do so?

Bob Burg, author of the highly-acclaimed “Endless Referrals: Network Your Everyday Contacts into Sales”
(over 175,000 copies sold!) teaches Financial Professionals and companies how to cultivate a network of
endless referral business. He has earned acclaim for delivering his programs in an entertaining system, while
providing information that is hard-hitting, immediately applicable, and most of all…profitable.
Aside from his work in the Financial Services field, Bob has shared the platform at public sales rallies with
speaking legends such as Zig Ziglar, Tom Hopkins, CNN’s Larry King, Debbie Fields, Olympic Champion
Mary Lou Retton, T. Harv Eker, Mark Victor Hansen, the late U.S. President Gerald Ford and many others.
Bob’s articles have been published internationally in hundreds of professional and trade magazines and he is
a regular contributor to Horsesmouth.
His newly-released book, “The Go-Giver: A Little Story About A Powerful Business Idea” – a parable coauthored with John David Mann – has just been released to rave reviews.
© 2007 Bob Burg. All rights reserved. www.Burg.com
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Bill Cates
How do the affluent want to meet a financial professional like you? One recent study surveyed over
4,000 affluent individuals. It determined that the affluent would prefer to meet you either through a
referral from a friend or colleague or through a referral from a CPA or other trusted advisor. This
article will give you my proven strategy for asking for referrals from your affluent clients (all your
clients for that matter), without begging and without hurting the relationship. If you think that your
affluent clients won’t give you referrals, think again. Not all will, but a significant percentage will –
especially if you met them through a referral.
Some Say You Can’t Ask

__________________

There are a few “marketing gurus” who will tell you that you can’t ask for
referrals in today’s marketplace. Please – don’t listen to them. They’re
wrong. I’ve taught several thousands of financial professionals my simple
method for asking for referrals and thousands are using it effectively to
generate referrals. No – you shouldn’t ask for referrals the old way – the
producer-centered way; but you can ask for referrals in a client-centered
manner. That makes all the difference.

You can ask for
referrals in a clientcentered manner.
That makes all the
difference.
_________________________

The VIPS Method™ for Asking for Referrals
V – Discuss the VALUE they’ve received.
Near the end of a client meeting (in person is better, but over the phone can work fine), ask your
client what they find most valuable about your relationship, the work you’ve done, or what are some
of the more important things you’ve accomplished (together) thus far. Discuss their value
perceptions. Be genuinely interested in their response. Probe for clarity. Don’t “tell” them the value
you have brought to them; get them to tell you in their own words.
I – Treat the request with IMPORTANCE.
You treat the request with reverence in three ways:
a. Make sure you have enough time to have the conversation. Use an agenda for every meeting and
put the item “Value Discussion” on the agenda – to make sure you do it!
b. If you met them through a referral, remind them
c. Use confident words, body language, and tone of voice. Try saying, “I’m glad you see the value in
the work we’ve been doing. Because of that “I have an important question to ask you.When you enter
into this conversation from a value discussion and treat the request with importance, you are coming
from a position of strength. You know the value you bring to your clients and you want to bring that
value to others.
P – Gain PERMISSION to brainstorm for introductions.
It’s important that you get permission to talk referrals and that you set it up as a “brainstorming
session.” You’re not begging for permission. In a confident way, you want to get buy-in for this
conversation. This softens up the request just enough so your client won’t feel put on the spot. You
don’t assume they want to give you referrals. You ask them, and you let them say “no. The dynamic
of brainstorming means that this is a collaborative process. You may know of people they don’t think
of and you can qualify the folks who come to mind to make sure they fit your practice.
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S – SUGGEST names and categories.
Come prepared to this conversation with a few suggestions. When you “prime the pump” with an idea
or two, you’re more likely to be successful. You don’t want to throw open the entire universe to them.
They’ll likely draw a blank. Stimulate their thinking by suggesting names of specific people (or
categories of people) whom they’ve mentioned previously. Using money-in-motion questions or other
trigger questions to stimulate their thinking.

Here’s What It Might Sound Like
YOU: So, Bob. We’ve talked about quite a few things over the past couple of weeks. I’m curious,
what stands out as being the most important or valuable thing we’ve done thus far?
BOB: Well… I’d have to say that the most important thing is helping me get clear on a few things. I
feel more clear and confident about my financial future. I now realize, if I follow your strategies, I
should be able to have enough money to send my three children to private universities and still retire
quite comfortably. As you know, I had been quite concerned about that. I also have a better handle
on how I want to care for my family once I’m gone.
YOU: That’s great. I’m glad you’re finding value in the work we’re doing. You know, if it wasn’t for
George, we wouldn’t have met, nor had a chance to do this important work. I guess we both owe
George some thanks.
BOB: I’ve already thanked him.
YOU: Good. You know, with that in mind, I have an important question to ask you.
BOB: Shoot.
YOU: I’m wondering if we could brainstorm for a few minutes to see if we can identify some folks you
care about that you think should be aware of the work I do? Would you feel okay talking about that
for a minute?
BOB: I suppose so.
YOU: Since we’re just brainstorming here, I’ll throw out a few ideas for us to explore. Last week you
mentioned your sister Barbara. Maybe we can start with her.
BOB: Actually she might be a candidate for what you do.
YOU: Great. I’d like to learn more about her and we can talk about the most appropriate way for me
to meet her, but first… There’s a concept I call “Money in Motion” that might help us determine others
you know who might truly need my help. For instance, like yourself, who do you know who’s just
recently sold or is thinking about selling their business?
BOB: Nobody comes to mind right this minute.
YOU: That fine. We’re just brainstorming. Let me run another idea by you. We do some very
important work for people who are in the mode of changing jobs. Who do you know who might be in
that category?
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It’s really as simple as that. You need to find the words that work best for you. Just make sure you
touch all the bases. It’s best to come to your meetings prepared to talk referrals rather than to wing it.
As you prepare your agenda for your client meeting, think a little about what the value discussion
might sound like. Be prepared for that. Then think a bit about whom you know who they might know.
If you have thought through this conversation a bit, you’ll be more confident – less likely to wimp out –
and you’ll be more effective in getting referrals.

Bill Cates, CSP, has revolutionized the way financial professionals generate an abundance of high-quality
referrals. His first two books, "Unlimited Referrals" and "Get More Referrals Now" (McGraw-Hill) has established
Bill as the financial services industry’s foremost expert on building a thriving referral-based business. Bills
newest book, "Don’t Keep Me a Secret", is receiving rave reviews. Bill is the president of Referral Coach
International and the creator of Bill Cates’ Unlimited Referrals® Marketing System.
Bill’s Unlimited Referrals® Marketing System has been featured in such publications as Success Magazine,
Entrepreneur Magazine, Selling Power and Research Magazine. And his own business success has been
featured in Money Magazine. Bill is a regular contributing editor for many financial services publications such
as: Advisors Today, Horsesmouth, On Wall Street, Research, Ticker, Insurance Agent Weekly, and
ProducersWeb.
Bill has trained over 50,000 financial professionals in his proven referral system. And they are using his ideas to
build their practices with quality referrals.
© 2007 The Referral Coach. All rights reserved. www.ReferralCoach.com
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This, of course, pre-supposes that you have a consultative selling mindset where helping the client
“identify, define and achieve” his financial goals is of paramount importance. With this mindset, the
approach you are about to see leverages your efforts. (People tend to see through transactional
oriented approaches. Essentially, the consultative selling approach demonstrates the highest level of
respect for the other person.
The seven questions are structured in a very particular way to create a situation in which the client or
prospect will provide you with a wealth of information – because it is in his best interest to do so.
Asking Questions
An important point to remember is that anyone will answer virtually any question if they are provided
with sufficient reason for doing so. As you will see, the questions are logically structured to make it
perfectly reasonable to ask the next question – in fact, not to ask that question (or for the client to
provide the answer) is unreasonable. The customer is willing to answer each question because it is
obvious that you need the information to help him or her achieve THEIR goal(s).
* Helpful, respectful mindset
* Curious, not demanding, tonality
* Stay professional
* Every question assists the client to identify, define (and eventually achieve) his financial goals.
#1: What are your goals?
What are the most common client goals? According to Tom Stanley (Selling to the Affluent) the three
most common investment goals of the affluent are: retirement, education of children/grandchildren,
reducing taxes and protecting their family financially. Yet, these are ABSTRACT GOALS. Abstract
goals do not have the power to motivate customers to stay the course during market corrections.
Commonly Stated Goals
* Retirement
* Education for children or grandchildren
* Tax savings
* Philanthropy, Health Care Issues, Limited Liability, Tax Planning, Qualified Retirement and Benefit
Plans, Asset Protection Planning, etc.
However, abstract goals have little or no emotional appeal, and tend to be mere intellectualizations of
what they really want/feel. This is a BIG difference !!! Note that these goals are very generic. It’s a
vague, intellectual concept for most people. We must help them redefine their needs and
simultaneously create a sense of urgency, priority, importance etc. We do this by “concretizing” the
general investment objectives/goals and making them pertinent to the individual.
Each goal must then be prioritized, defined precisely, and explored in detail. Once the client has
provided this general information, he has opened the door to the balance of the discussion.
More effective: Concrete Goals
* Retiring to a townhouse in Boca Raton and buying a 40 foot cabin cruiser.
* Being able to travel around the world.
* Little Mary going to Harvard University
These are goals that not only represent a person’s dreams, they are also concrete. They are
meaningful and motivating to the client. They can be visualized and involve an emotional investment
that leads to commitment to their achievement. The time to gain a customer’s commitment to act on a
goal is during the profiling meeting, NOT during the presentation of your recommendations!
The point is to make them as concrete as possible. Note: We’re not having the client merely mention
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little Mary going to college, but which college. We want the customers to visualize their daughter
sitting in the same classes they did, living in the same dorms, belonging to the same sorority and
playing on the same fields, and, finally, walking across the stage and graduating. We want them to
imagine themselves on their new fishing boat so vividly they can take us on a mental tour, describing
it in detail so well they can taste it. THEN they will do anything to achieve that goal, including taking
a reasonable amount of risk to invest for it.
#2: Time Frame
* When will this money be needed?
* When will you retire?
* When will Mary go to college? What will be the anticipated tuition?
* Etc.
#3: Total Cost
* Anticipated costs.
* How many children will be going to college?
* Take inflation into account.
Many people do not have a realistic expectation of their anticipated costs. Here it may be necessary
to employ your financial planning software and consider costs of education at particular schools in the
future. It is often an eye-opening experience that can really scare some people. This is important
information that will eventually help us determine if the clients’ expectations are reasonable. More
later.
#4: Steps Already Taken
"What steps have you already taken to achieve this goal?"
This is a perfectly reasonable question for the client to answer. If we want to get somewhere, we have
to know our starting point. The client will provide detailed information on a host of investment, if any.
You have offered the rationale that demonstrates that if you are to help them, they have to let you
know where they are.
NOTE: we only ask for information on that part of their investments earmarked for the goal we are
currently discussing. Most investment advisors make the mistake of asking about all of a client’s
investments at once. Clients perceive this as intrusive and balk. Think of the old riddle, “How do you
eat a 2,000 lb. Steer?” Answer: “One steak at a time.” When we ask about an entire portfolio it is
often too much. By asking only for information regarding the problem or goal we are currently trying to
define, client’s feel far less threatened and are more willing to cooperate. Of course, after doing that
for each goal, we will know 70% - 90% of their portfolio of investments.
Beware of “double/triple duty investments”
Often people mentally allocate the same monies toward the accomplishment of multiple goals. As the
client tells you the investments already made toward a specific goal, draw an investment pyramid and
write those investments into the pyramid at the appropriate level of risk. Using the Investment
Pyramid we can help insure that the money for retirement is not the same money needed to fund
Mary’s Harvard education.
#5: Amount to invest now
'How much would you like to contribute to the solution of your financial goal at this moment in time?"
There is a HUGE difference between this and what most advisors have been saying, which is
essentially “How much do you have to invest?” How would you feel if asked, “How much do you have
to invest?” Most people will admit that it feels like you’re going for their wallet/pocket book and seems
very intrusive. It seems grabby.
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The “How much would YOU LIKE to contribute/commit/invest…?” approach allows the client to feel
more comfortable. You empower the client and get the same information without taking the chance of
turning the person off and being perceived as trying to get every single penny available.
Once they have indicated a specific amount of money they are willing to commit at this time, they
have essentially committed to act now to achieve their goal. That is; they have already bought
whatever solution you call with later. The amount of money they commit is almost unimportant. What
is important is that they commit some money now. You can discuss the need for a larger investment
after they have made the
emotional commitment of funds now. Note: you will still have to ask additional questions regarding
money to determine if they will be making regular investments, or whether they are expecting a
windfall – bonus at work, inheritance, etc. – later that will make up any additional required funds.
#6: Risk Tolerance
* Different risk tolerances for different goals.
* Clients often have unrealistic expectations.
* We must manage expectations.
Define Risk for the Client
Redefine “their” definitions into industry acceptable terms that they can easily understand. Most
clients have various definitions of risk that revolve around losing their investment. Instead of just
asking what their risk tolerance is, discuss risk and educate them about the two types of risk they
face. Then determine how comfortable they are with each for this goal. It is very important to
recognize that most people have a different level of risk tolerance for each goal – e.g., they may be
willing to take a greater risk to reduce their taxes than they are to pay for their retirement.
Basically, there are two types of risk: Loss of Principle and Loss of Buying Power. Use variations on
Nick Murray’s postage stamp concept; e.g., “What was the cost of a loaf of bread when you were a
child? What does a loaf cost now?” Which do they prefer? How much “risk” can they handle?
Can’t get there from here
Goal may be unattainable given client desires.
Not enough money
Too little risk
Not enough time
May have to redefine situation by changing the goal, the money involved, the
investment risk, and/or the time horizon(s).
Repeat Steps for goals #2, #3 etc.
Have on single piece of paper. The information can always be transferred to financial planning forms
at a later time. Here you are trying to show a comprehensive picture of the client's total finances and
how they are all interrelated. In many cases, this will be the first time that the client has seen
their financial picture in such a simple, yet elegant, format.
Additionally, once they have provided you with the information for one goal, it becomes very easy to
continue the process and review their entire picture.
After All Goals Have Been Defined
#7: Other Assets and Liabilities
“Do you have any other assets/liabilities that may affect OUR ability to help YOU achieve YOUR
financial goals?
Assets: Windfalls, Expected bonuses, inheritances, lump-sum distributions, etc.? Help from others?
(e.g., grandparents assisting with tuition)
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Liabilities: Balloon loan payments due?
At this point, you already know 70% - 90% of the client’s assets. This question will give you the rest
because:
1) it is now a reasonable question to ask,
2) you already know so much, you might as well know the rest, and
3) the client has just spent the last half hour building the habit of answering your questions.
We recommend that financial advisors use regular note paper for the profiling process. Many people
are form phobic, and most forms do not provide enough space for at least some answers. In addition,
when using a form, it is constantly necessary to look at the form to find your place and read the next
question, which can lead to a break down in rapport.
#8 Protection for unexpected
“Do you have adequate insurance to protect your family and achieve your goals if something happens
to you?" You can logically ask about any/all of the following:
* Life
* Medical
* Long-term care
* Disability* Liability
* Updated Will?
In Conclusion
This process allow you simply, elegantly, conversationally gather information from your clients while
enhancing your professional image and the long terms aspects of your relationship.
After all, who is the client going to work with --- you or someone who hardly knows anything about the
full picture and real person?

Steven R. Drozdeck has been involved in financial services since 1974—first as an advisor (stockbroker) for
six years, then as a sales trainer for Merrill Lynch where he trained over 20,000 new and experienced advisors
and eventually became the Manager of Professional Development for the firm.
Since 1990 Drozdeck has trained an additional 30,000-plus financial advisors, and has written numerous books
on sales, management, and best practices for financial professionals. He is a regular speaker at industry
conferences and has numerous articles published in a number of financial journals. In addition, he is a regular
contributor to Senior Consultant, Broker Dealer Journal, and Koaches Korner magazines.
Drozdeck is the co-founder and director of KoachesKorner.com and BoostProduction.com as well as a principal
in three other companies specializing in helping financial advisors be more productive. He regularly works with
financial professionals as a coach to help them reach business developmental goals faster, while providing
outstanding client service.
© 2007 Steven Drozdeck. All rights reserved. www.TheProgressCenter.com
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Author's Note: This article is about the most important study in the financial services industry. To
supplement your understanding of it, I interviewed Louis S. Harvey, CEO of DALBAR and principal
architect of "QAIB 2005—Quantitative Analysis of Investor Behavior." This interview is posted on The
Elite Advisor and Bill Good Marketing websites.
Every year since 1994, DALBAR, arguably the top market research firm in the financial services
industry, has published a study, "Quantitative Analysis of Investor Behavior."
_________________________

All previous studies
by DALBAR have
shown that
investors have
significantly
underperformed the
numbers cited by
mutual fund
performance
reports.
_________________________

All previous studies by DALBAR have shown that investors have
significantly underperformed the numbers cited by mutual fund
performance reports. According to the "Background and History"
section in the 2005 report, "Close examination of investor behavior
suggests that as markets rise, investors pour cash into mutual funds,
and a selling frenzy begins after a decline."
Conclusion #1: investor behavior is far more important in actual return
to investors than investment selection.
Conclusion #2: An important part—if not the most important part—of
the financial advisor's job description is managing investment behavior,
not just assets.

All previous studies by DALBAR have shown that investors have significantly underperformed the
numbers cited by mutual fund performance reports. According to the "Background and History"
section in the 2005 report, "Close examination of investor behavior suggests that as markets rise,
investors pour cash into mutual funds, and a selling frenzy begins after a decline."
Conclusion #1: investor behavior is far more important in actual return to investors than investment
selection.
Conclusion #2: An important part—if not the most important part—of the financial advisor's job
description is managing investment behavior, not just assets.
Is Anyone Listening?
Key question: Can investors be educated to act more rationally?
The answer could be, "Maybe."
According to the QAIB 2005 study, "Mutual funds were not claiming spectacular results but 2004 was
a landmark year for investors." By acting more prudently, for the first time since the inception of the
study, "... investors made money, beating the S&P 500® even when the funds did not."
Not All Good News
But 2004 is just a blip—possibly significant—in the 20-year study of investor underperformance.
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In one of the sections of the study, "Investment Selection and Investor Behavior," Dalbar took a
theoretical fund performing at 60% of the S&P 500 over a 20-year period and showed that with
disciplined behavior, this poorly performing fund would outperform the "Average Investor," if only
slightly. Dollar cost averaging into an S&P index fund beat the average investor return by a
substantial amount, as the table below shows.
Guess Right Ratio
A new section of the study—the "Guess Right Ratio"—shows the percentage of times that investors
guessed correctly. And they were more right than wrong. "In the 20-year analysis investors were
found to correctly guess the direction of the market over 75% during rising markets but less than 50%
during falling markets."
But being right, in up markets does not make up for being wrong more than 50% of the time during
down markets.
It is this guessing (market timing?) that has led to the substantial underperformance by investors in
comparison with market performance.
It also suggests that those taken to the public woodshed for market timing probably deserved public
ridicule and derision more than legal sanction.
Role of the Financial Advisor
According to Dalbar, "QAIB shows that investment returns increased when these natural
characteristics (motivation to avoid loss from fear) are replaced by disciplined investment behavior."
While many investors can overcome these hurdles, most need the support of a financial advisor to
supply the required discipline.
According to the study, "The most important role of the financial advisor is to protect clients from the
behaviors that erode their investments in savings."
So what should the advisor do with this data?
Client Education
Let's take a look at another vital study, the Security Industries Association annual "Investor Survey."
Every year since 1995, this annual survey has reported that a high percentage of investors think "the
industry should be doing more to educate investors." In the 2004 study, that percentage was 84%.
The study also reported that only a tiny fraction of investors believe "they know everything one needs
to know" about investing. According to the most recent report from the SIA, that proportion "has not
risen above 6% since the study's inception."
It's sort of obvious, isn't it?
You have an investor public buying high and selling low and who admittedly doesn't know enough to
even match the index.
What to do?
Taking what I call the "low IQ approach," if 84% of investors say they want something, what should
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you do?
Well,...duh... "I guess I ought to give it to them," you say.
Correct. Minus 10 off your IQ for this epiphany.
Order the DALBAR Study
To better educate your clients, you first need to be fully educated on their financial
misbehavior.
Start by listening to the interview I did with Lou. Take the data to your clients to make certain they
knock off the emotional reactions to market swings. Forewarned is forearmed.
Once you know the study cold, then, either in client educational seminars or one-on-one, go over it
with your clients and explain that at least part of your job is to protect their net worth by insuring they
make correct decisions and do not allow them to be moved by anything other than a sound
investment strategy that involves investing for the long run.

Bill Good Marketing is the leader in providing marketing and productivity solutions to the financial services
industry. They have helped many financial services advisors double, triple or even quadruple their production.
There are over 3,200 users of the Gorilla Marketing® System all over the U.S. and Canada, and thousands
more have attended their training seminars, listened to their training tapes, and/or been to their conferences.
© 2007 Bill Good Marketing. All rights reserved. www.BillGood.com
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Let’s face it, the market often hasn't been much fun since March of 2000 when all that "irrational
exuberance" started to leak out of the system. During that time, the market has jumped around
enough to make anyone seasick. Finally, to add insult to injury, revelations of high level corporate
improprieties have almost destroyed investors' confidence in corporate America and investing in
general. The result: A slow leak of funds from the market has turned into major hemorrhaging as
droves of investors have "taken their money and run."
How has this affected your credibility with your clients and, along with it,
your bottom line? If you're like many reps in this market, you're virtually
praying you can keep as many of your current clients as possible− to
say nothing of trying to increase your business. But, you can bet that
that's not what the real stars of this industry are doing. Right now, mega
producers are regularly contacting existing clients to keep them up-todate on the latest market changes and how those changes directly
impact the client's financial goals. Simultaneously, these mega
producers are aggressively seeking new clients as well as new
opportunities to differentiate themselves from the competition. There
are several things which set these mega producers apart from their
competition, enabling them to manage millions, even billions, of dollars
in assets while still taking care of their existing clients' needs. Let’s take
look at some of those things.

____________________

There are several
things which set
these mega
producers apart
from their
competition,
enabling them to
manage millions,
even billions, of
dollars in assets
_______________________

The Strategic Mindset
First and foremost, mega producers think strategically rather than tactically. That is, most reps focus
on the latest financial products, whereas mega producers focus on helping their clients identify, define
and achieve their life / financial goals. This is critically important as the financial services industry
moves from “selling product” (tactical approach) to “selling services” (strategic approach).
Most clients have never thought in terms of their life / living goals. When asked what they would like
their assets to do for them, they will often say, "grow at a rate of 10% per year" or "provide an income
of $200,000 per year." These clients "haven't thought in terms of their ideal future. Instead, … they
are only focused upon a given tactic [product], such as their 401(k) plan." (Bruce Wright, The Wright
Exit Strategy). Mega producers help their clients develop their “big picture” of what they want and get
their team of financial professionals involved in implementing it. By helping the client focus on their
long-term goals and objectives, these professionals gain trust and greater understanding into how to
strategically serve the client.
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services they don't sell.
Lead an Effective and Efficient Team
Mega producers don't try to do everything themselves. They know what they know and what they
don't know. They don't try to be all things to all people. They lead a team of experts, each with their
own important specialty which, when taken together, provide a whole that is far greater than the sum
of its parts for the client. As a result, a complete set of financial recommendations is offered.
Determine your own area of expertise and start looking for other team members with the strengths
that you lack. Involve them in much of the work and, remember, each will also bring prospects of their
own to the team.
Lead A Service-Oriented, Not Product-Oriented, Business
Despite what you may have heard from the marketers of various products, your job is not to sell
products and services. That is tactical thinking. Your job is to help your clients achieve what they
want. In the process, they will inevitably purchase many products and services, but only as vehicles
for helping them achieve what they are really interested in: THEIR GOALS!
Manage Achievement of Client Goals, Not Money
Most importantly, mega producers manage the achievement of their clients' financial goals, not
money. That's important because today's really good money managers don't have time to manage
individual clients. That's your job! Good money managers are too busy managing portfolios in a
turbulent market, where to be late is to be sorry. Pick a few good money managers with varying
investment styles and strategies, whom you respect, and develop a relationship with them. Make
them part of your professional team and let them manage the investments (tactics), while you
manage the big picture (strategy).
Professional Development
Finally, most mega producers will tell you that they didn't achieve their level of success overnight but
had to undergo significant changes in the way they looked at their business and how they were going
to run it. Many invested significant amounts of time and money in education, not only for themselves
but for their in-house back-office team. They learned how to deal with various crucial areas of their
business and had back office team members trained as well. These mega producers reported that
this education made all the difference in helping them and their business reach the next level of
success.
The first place to look for training in both skills and product areas is within your own firm. Most firms,
especially the larger ones, have excellent to outstanding programs available in all the areas they
offer. They know that such training will help you not only sell products and services, but also better
enable you to utilize the support they offer in those areas. Those firms that do not offer such training
will generally support − and pay for − training offered outside the firm.
There are literally hundreds of thousands of reps who want to be superstars. It is your
professionalism, competence and level of service that sets you apart from the competition. To enter
the ranks of the mega producers, you must constantly upgrade yourself, your services and your
profession.

Gretz & Associates (G&A) specializes in providing programs that will increase performance by providing your
sales and management personnel with the Relationship Management Skills critical for increasing overall
effectiveness. G&A has been a leader in the development and implementation of customer-based, teambuilding, sales and management programs / curricula since 1988. Dr. Karl Gretz, the President, has coauthored six books and personally trained over 20,000 financial professionals and their managers in the
securities, banking and insurance industries on five continents
© 2007 Dr. Karl Gretz. All rights reserved. www.GretzAssociates.com
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If you are looking for new clients, you need to know the following:
1. Marital status
2. Age
3. Income
4. Occupation
5. Net worth
6. Hobbies
7. Risk tolerance
8. Rate of return objective
9. Family status
10. Invest able assets or estate planning needs. Target marketing is key to your business plan.
Can I find a married retired couple with approximately $50,000 of income, a net worth of $800,000 to
$1 million who like to golf, spend time with their children and grandchildren, who don’t mind some
moderate level of risk and a conservative rate of return. Also they have investable assets of $600,000
and estate planning needs.
________________________________

Where do you find them?
How do you market to
them? What brings
them together?
________________________________

Well, guess what, that is an example of a target client. Now
where do you find them? How do you market to them. What
brings them together? These are the start of target
marketing that you need to think about and ask yourself. We
could write another book on target marketing, but as
advisors this is what we need to do in our business plans.

We can also dissect each component of the profile. It is not necessary to have married people but
they are easier to find. Their age can help you target easier. Income is not necessarily important if
you are dealing with retirees or business owners, but net worth is essential in all segments regardless
of income. Net worth needs to be determined. Hobbies help you find out how your target group
networks together. Risk tolerance helps you design your money management programs, since you
may not want highly aggressive or speculative investors if that is not your model.
This also goes for rate of return objective. If you are targeting retirees looking for a high rate of return
and low risk, this may not be achievable. This helps target the education level of investors in the
group. Family status is very important since you must find out from clients who they love. Simply put,
money is love. If they don’t love someone and they are driven by greed, this may not fit your personal
beliefs and understanding of clients. Finally, if all of their net worth is tied up in real estate and they
have no estate planning needs, then they may not need your help. All components help identify what
your ideal client should look like.
Strategy: Many financial advisors are running two distinct models. First, the advisor who only deals in
the high net worth, high touch type of practice. Second, the advisor who looks after all types of clients
and delivers a baseline level of service to all and a premium level of service for top clients.
Both models have one critical element to building. The advisor is faced with declining time as the
business grows. So how do you grow your business each year and provide an increasing demand for
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more service. The short answer here is to target larger clients each year. In three to five years your
client base will be dramatically different and you will be forced to get more sophisticated and not only
will you improve your services, but your will earn more and have a higher asset base by changing
your target upward each year. For example, set a minimum client account size if you are in the
money management business and a target premium if your in the insurance business.
Year 1 - Minimum $250,000 Assets
Year 2 - Minimum $350,000 Assets
Year 3 - Minimum $500,000 Assets
Year 4 - Minimum $750,000 Assets
Year 5 - Minimum $1,000,000 Assets
Most advisors have never increased their target client ever. So how do you expect to improve,
challenge yourself and make more money. Remember, the definition of insanity is doing the same
thing over and over and expecting a different result. When is the last time that you increased your
minimum account size?
Grant’s Tip: Profit margins are shrinking, and service demands and costs are increasing. Welcome
to the world of a growing financial advisory practice. Advisors continue to take on unprofitable and
time or service demanding clients. Why do we do this to ourselves, only to hope that they eventually
leave you. With ideal client profiling you also need to ask a few tough questions up front to make sure
that you want this client. For example:
-- Mr. and Mrs. Client. Money is important to you, however, I take four to six weeks holidays a year. In
that time my team can service your needs, but I will be unable to reach during these times. Are you
comfortable with that?
If the answer is no , then you may have a person demanding of high maintenance, maybe you should
open the door right now, give them a mint or candy and send them across the street to your
competition.
-- Mr. And Mrs. Client. How often do you expect us to sit down face to face and review your portfolio
or retirement plan ?
If the answer is at least six or eight times per year, and you cannot deliver on that, then give them
your competition’s business card and offer them a candy on the way out.
You can create your own service questions to help you choose the clients right for you. An easy way
to do this is think of your top three clients, ones that you really enjoy working with. Then imagine if
you had twenty more of them. Would you not have your best year ever if that happened?
The challenge of increasing your minimum account size is that you will have clients that you might
have outgrown. There are two schools of thought on this one. Some say fire your bottom 10% of your
book each year. Others say service them with your team or hire people to service them.
Regardless of what you make sure that you segment them first. The way to segment clients are not
into A,B,C clients ( which is the old way) but to put them into a grid based on the following:
*
*
*
*
*
*

Assets under administration
Client potential
Referrals generated / referability
Profitability
Servicing time
Nice people
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* Want your help and trust you
The next thing you must think about is your time and your target number of clients. How many clients
can you truly service in a sophisticated high touch relationship? For example if you feel you can
service 150 clients at an average asset base of $500,000 then your book of business target is $75
million for yourself. Then your service team will pick up the rest say $25 million. Your total book of
business will be $100 million. Develop your targets around a realistic numbers of clients you can
personally handle. If you are working in a team the numbers may be different, but each person only
has so much time.
Potential Results: Bigger fish = more fish per pound. Make sure they don’t have too many bones
with their last advisor.
Simple Rule: An advisors income is direct proportion to the income and assets of their clientele.

Grant W. Hicks, CIM, FCSI, President of Hicks Financial is one of Canada's leading authorities on marketing
financial services. He is a dynamic and entertaining speaker with an amazing ability to motivate audiences to
achieve more. He is the co-author of the book “Guerrilla Marketing for Financial Advisors”. His background
includes recruiting 60 representatives as a manager of a financial planning firm in less than three years and
building a clientele from $1 million in assets to over $40 million in less than two years. He also runs his
Retirement Planning Practice, speaks and writes from his offices in Parksville, British Columbia on beautiful
Vancouver Island.
© 2007 By: Jay Conrad Levinson and Grant W. Hicks, C.I.M.,FCSI

www.FinancialAdvisorMarketing.com
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The life of a wholesaler is filled with many different activities and responsibilities. To maximize your
success, you must employ a system to manage them. The underlying principle of effective time
management is simple: Identify your goals and spend your time engaged in the activities that will
enable you to achieve them.
The beauty of wholesaling is that the metrics are simple. You’re rated highly if you sell a lot of stuff,
and you’re rated poorly if you sell a little. That’s a beautiful thing. It’s like the score of a football game.
How good you are is not up for debate. Opinions don’t matter. The numbers tell the story.
Many of your activities can be judged subjectively: the accuracy of your expense reports, the quality
of your e-mail, your penmanship, your presentation skills, your wardrobe. Don’t get me wrong. Many
of your skills and activities are important, and they will affect your results. But ultimately, it’s the
numbers. To paraphrase an old saying from my neighborhood, “Numbers talk; everything else walks.”
The single most important resource you possess for hitting your
numbers and going beyond them is your time. How you spend and
manage your time will determine your success. Great wholesalers
know this and are prudent to the point of being miserly with their
time. How you spend your precious minutes each day will
determine your numbers.

__________________________________

Your time is the single
most important resource
you possess for hitting
your numbers and beyond.
__________________________________

So how should you spend your time? You must spend your time with producers who currently write
significant business with you and are capable of writing more, and with producers who are qualified
to do business with you.
This is the critical principle that must guide your decision making when you create and execute your
marketing plan. Here’s an ideal vision for your business: Spend every minute of every day with
significant producers who currently do business with you or who are capable of doing business with
you. And during your time with these people, help to improve their lives.
View every activity that is not part of this vision as a diversion, an obstacle, a deterrent that keeps
you from achieving your sales goals. Eliminate or delegate everything that is not part of the vision.
Some of these peripheral but necessary activities, such as scheduling appointments, mailing
marketing pieces, and returning phone calls, can be assigned to your internal wholesaler or an
assistant at headquarters. In some cases, you might want to hire an outside assistant or organization
to implement specific activities.
Think of yourself as a specialist. Your job is not mailing. It is not scheduling. It is not reading and
sending e-mail. It’s not driving your car or flying on airplanes. Your job is selling. The only way you
can sell is to get in front of people.
One of the most valuable and in many cases underused resources is your manager. Practically every
sales manager understands the importance of belly-to-belly selling time. It is or should be the number
one area of concern. How and with whom you spend your time, and how much time you spend with
potential buyers will determine your sales manager’s numbers. So time better be the priority.
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If you are struggling with how to manage your time more effectively, ask your manager for help. This
is one area in which managers can have a direct impact on results. If you bring it up at your next
sales meeting, you are likely to find agreement among your colleagues and rally support.
You can hope that your manager doesn’t fall prey to misdirection from compliance, marketing, or
other sectors of the home office that fall loosely into the category of sales prevention. Because of
pressures from his boss, your manager might need a reminder from you about what is really
important.
A sterling case of failure to identify priorities is reflected in a real conversation between two nurses
who were consumed with administrative duties when they were summoned by a patient. One nurse
turned to the other in all seriousness and said, “If it weren’t for these patients, we could get some
work done.”
Your time is your money. Flagging sales often result from one huge mistake: failure to budget time
properly. Spend your time with clients and prospects as if your career depended on it—because it
does.

Paul Karasik, a leading authority in the financial industry, has devoted 18 years to helping America's financial
professionals achieve their goals. He is president of the Wholesaler Institute, a company that specializes in
delivering and consulting about wholesaler training and selling systems.
Paul is the author of four business classics. His most recent book is 22 Keys to Sales Success, published by
Bloomberg Press. His articles are regularly featured in such financial industry publications as Registered Rep,
On Wall Street, Investment Adviser, and National Underwriters. He founded the American Seminar Leaders
Association and is a popular presenter at national meetings and conferences.
Copyright © 2007 Avalar LLC. All rights reserved.

www.WholesalerInstitute.com
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Selling is tough! There's no doubt about it. Customers demand more at the same time their loyalty is
plummeting. Cutthroat competitors seem willing to practically give things away just to get the
business. Even setting up meetings with new prospects is a major ordeal. Busy decision makers don't
want to "waste" their time with product-pushing peddlers.
There are a hundred million reasons why you can't sell today. I've heard them all. Yet some sellers
are having their best year ever. They're not one bit smarter than you are. Nor are their product or
service offerings superior to yours.
But they do think differently from you. Here's what you can do to be like the "best of the best."
Be Personally Accountable
Top sellers regularly encounter the same challenges you do, but steadfastly refuse to blame the
economy, competitors, marketing, pricing, or even customers for lackluster sales results. These are
simply obstacles that must be overcome. They assume personal responsibility for their future,
believing they can impact it—a simple decision with far-reaching consequences.
_____________________

Busy decision
makers don't
want to "waste"
their time with
product-pushing
peddlers.
_____________________

When faced with difficult situations, average sellers bemoan their
miserable fate then pose questions like these:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

When will management do something about these problems?
Why is our quota still the same if it’s obvious the economy is down?
When will marketing get their act together?
Why can’t our prospects understand our products value?
When will they offer us some good training?
Who came up with that ridiculous promotion?
When will customers stop being so demanding?

Perhaps you’ve even voiced questions like this at some point in your career. These why, who and
when questions ensure blame is deflected towards others. If "they" do something different, then you
can be successful. This puts you into a victim mode. You're stuck with a lousy situation over which
you have no control. No wonder you can't succeed!
But if you talk to top sellers, you’ll find they ask very different questions. For example, you might hear
them asking:
*
*
*
*
*

How can I meet my numbers despite the difficult market conditions?
What can I do to help customers understand why our products are a better long-term value?
What new skills do I need to learn to be more successful?
What can I do to help marketing realize I need different tools to sell more?
How can I use my customer’s demands to solidify our relationship?

Because top sellers accept the responsibility for their success, their questions start with “How can I”
or “What can I?” These kinds of questions also stimulate thinking. You'll be amazed at how many new
ideas you can come up when you change the question. Your brain will kick into gear, making
connections with other strategies you've used previously to overcome similar problems. Simply by
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changing the question, you find solutions you didn't even know existed.
Say I Will, Not I’ll Try
This may sound too easy, but it’s a key step. In these turbulent times, what you’ve always done to be
successful in sales may not work as well as it used to. Acknowledge this and make an “I will”
commitment to change. Not I’ll try, but I will—there’s a big difference.
For example, have you ever said you’ll try to lose weight? Did you? Losing weight means doing things
that make you uncomfortable—like watching what and how much you eat, and exercising on a regular
basis. If you’re like most people, you lost some weight initially but after awhile returned to your old
habits and the pounds came back on.
The same thing happens in selling. Many sales professionals know new ways of selling are needed.
They try new strategies or tactics they’ve heard worked for others. But the first time they try these
new behaviors, they’re miserably uncomfortable and feel like a novice again. When immediate results
aren’t forthcoming, they quickly revert to their comfort zone convinced the new techniques don’t
work—at least for their customers.
Top salespeople say, “I will figure out how to succeed in today’s crazy market.” When trying new
behaviors, they feel the same discomfort as you do but accept it as a natural consequence of
learning. They keep practicing till they’ve mastered the new skill. If the desired results still don’t come,
these top sellers continue searching for knowledge and skills that lead them to success.
Do you see the difference? Top sellers don’t say, “I’ll try.” They know change is difficult, takes time
and is an on-going process. Their “I will” commitment keeps them going even when times are tough.
Take Action
Last, but certainly not least, top sellers don’t just come up with a bunch of ideas. They act on them. If
they feel their selling skills need to be enhanced, they sign up for workshops. If the company won’t
pay, they use their own funds. If customers don’t value their products, they try different approaches
until they find one that works. If a customer’s service problems affect future sales, they do what it
takes to resolve them. If better sales tools are needed, they work with marketing to develop them.
If top sellers are stymied by a sales situation, they get help from a variety of resources. They
brainstorm with colleagues. They seek their boss’s advice. They call internal or external consultants
who might have valuable insights. They enlist corporate leaders to make high-level sales calls. They
explore new ways of working with business partners.
Do you do that when the going gets tough? Or do you talk at length with fellow sales reps, lamenting
the dire economic conditions, competitive pressures and miserable state of affairs in your company?
Everyone gets down occasionally and blows off steam. But top sellers don’t wallow in self-pity. Very
soon they ask “How can I” or “What can I” questions to stimulate options and move themselves to
action. Meanwhile, their less successful counterparts are still on the phone playing the “Ain’t it Awful”
game.
An easy way to get started on this process is to analyze a sale you’ve recently lost. Ask yourself:
What could I have done differently to increase my likelihood of success? Dissect your sale in detail,
looking at every stage of the sales cycle to identify where mistakes may have been made, steps
omitted, the process rushed or important information overlooked. Think about what else you could
have done or how you could have handled things differently. You don’t have to do this alone; your
colleagues can provide valuable insight based on their unique perspective.
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Write down all your thoughts, ideas or suggestions on paper. Then analyze the list, separating
symptoms from root causes. Try to determine where changes in tactics or strategy could have
impacted sales success. Again, get input from others.
Finally, commit to growing from this valuable learning experience and take action. Perhaps you need
to strengthen your presentation skills—get a book, watch a peer, or role-play with your manager.
Perhaps you need a better grasp of customer needs—write down questions to ask for tomorrow’s
sales call. Perhaps you need to call on higher-level decision makers—do it now on an in-process
sale. Whatever you learn in this process is an incredible opportunity for personal development.
The Reflection in the Mirror
Being brutally honest with yourself can be painful, but top sellers willingly do it on a regular basis. To
be like them, you need to take a good hard look in the mirror too.
During tough times, do you ask “How can I” and “What can I” questions or do you point fingers to
assign blame? Do you say “I will” and commit to change or do you say, “I’ll try”? Do you take action or
wait for somebody else to do something?
No one can make you do things differently; the decision to change is yours alone. However, to be a
top seller, you must commit to personally accountability for your success and act on it. There aren’t
any shortcuts or quick fixes. It’s a life-long process of growth and development. But if you make this
commitment, you will be a top seller—maybe not overnight, but over time and consistently. Results
are guaranteed.

Jill Konrath is a leading-edge sales strategist and business advisor who helps sellers crack into corporate
accounts, shorten time to revenue on product launches, speed up their sales cycle and achieve their revenue
growth goals. As a thought-leader in the selling and marketing arena, Jill speaks frequently to corporate sales
forces and industry associations. She's often featured in top business magazines including The New York
Times, Business Journal, Entrepreneur, Sales & Marketing Management, and Selling Power as well as
countless online publications. Jill started SellingtoBigCompanies.com to make her knowledge and expertise
available to entrepreneurs, services providers and independent professionals.
Copyright © 2007 Jill Konrath. All rights reserved.

www.SellingToBigCompanies.com
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How do you become more referable? What makes other people talk about you and your business?
What is the spark that fuels this referral fire from others in a consistent manner? And how do you
create a steady referral system for yourself?
I answer these questions in great detail in my book and it's critical for you to understand.
So let me take a few moments right now and delve into one concept related to referral marketing. It's
the essence of the fuel that spreads the referral 'word-of-mouth virus.' The answer to growing your
referral base largely lies in this: Having others experience your work.
Let me explain.

________________________

The concept of "experience" in business generally refers to know-how or
procedural knowledge. Philosophers dub knowledge based on experience.
But within this concept is powerful leverage you can use to increase your
client or customer referrals. True, a person, like a realtor, for example... or
even a stockbroker, insurance agent, attorney, et cetera, with considerable
experience is often called an expert.

The answer to
growing your
referral base largely
lies in this: Having
others experience
your work.
_________________________

But that's not the type of experience I'm talking about.
I'm speaking about the word "experience" in the first-person sense, as in:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Someone able to recount advice, assistant or action they witnessed from you.
Someone who participated and can recall part or all of your work.
Someone who had a "had to be there" encounter.
Someone who was given especially valuable and privileged direction for you.

Experiences, as in... your work.
Sociologists tell us there are in essence three types of experiences each person has. It is important to
understand each, and how it relates to referrals. These are:
1. First-hand - immediacy, events witnessed
2. Second-hand - secondary recounts, contains multiple points of view.
3. Third-hand - rumors, hearsay, likely unreliable.
As you move down the proverbial experience 'food-chain', the first hand interaction a prospect or
client has with you lessens. So does their ability to adequately recognize your work and recall it via
word of mouth referrals. This impacts your ability to generate top-of-mind with prospects or clients,
and impacts your ability to generate consistent referrals.
One of the most important things you can do in your business is to create opportunities for others to
experience what you do every day.
And you can do so WITHOUT them first hiring you. I say again... they do not have to be a client to
experience what you do.
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Here are three (3) ideas for you to consider in your practice. Let's assume you are a realtor or
financial service professional.
1. Request previous findings from insurance agents that work with your clients.
At the very least, this will require them to review his/her client file. This may allow you needed insight
into trends and issues affecting your own client.
2. Submit your own strategies/recommendations as a courtesy.
Investment or insurance recommendations, quarterly commentaries, changes in interest rate -- these
are all good communication methods.
3. Display your recent work and ask for critique and feedback.
It takes a true professional to ask for feedback and be willing to accept another person's comments.
Profile 2 to 3 recent recommendations (financial plan, asset allocation, insurance recommendation,
etc.). Present these "profiles" in writing and ask for feedback.
Remember: Someone has to take the first step. Let it be you.

Daryl Logullo is the Founder and President of Strategic Impact, a nationally acclaimed marketing and referral
consulting firm based in Vero Beach, Fla. He works with advisors, business people and private practice
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*Note. This article is taken from Michael’s new book CREDIBILITY, due to be released early in 2008.
I began to research credibility in 1991. Over the years, I’ve identified many simple ways for
professionals to improve their Credibility. These are actionable steps you can take right now. The
following list is intended to give you a quick start. It is condensed from our new book on Credibility.
___________________________

Building credibility is
not magic.
It is the result of a
Systematic Process!
___________________________

We have discovered that credibility is not magic; nor is it based on your
credentials. It is the result of a systematic process. Armed with the
steps in this article, you are now well on your way to improving your
own Credibility. Needless to say, if you want help taking it to the next
level, call me. Now, let’s look at each one.

1. Ask Insightful Questions
What kind of questions should you use? Simple answer: ones that demonstrate your wisdom. It takes
skill to ask the right questions at the right time. Especially in the beginning, because in the early
stages of a conversation with a stranger, you’re still showing that you’re competent, trustworthy and
relevant. Until you prove those things, no one wants to give you personal information. In the
beginning, you simply have not yet earned the right to ask those questions. Instead, you are far better
served to ask intelligent, relevant, short-answer questions.
The 3-step process: 1) Begin with specific questions that show your Credibility, then 2) ask follow-up
questions based on the answers you just got. Finally, 3) move into more open-ended questions that
give the client a chance to reciprocate and show his/her insight and wisdom.
The science. Why is that approach more effective than asking open-ended questions? This is based
on two laws:
1) the Law of Reciprocity. You can liken it to the idea that one good deed deserves another,
water seeks its own level, or that a person is known by the company he keeps. Like attracts
like. It’s also a variation of Cialdini’s Rule of Reciprocity, which requires one person to “repay”
what another person has already provided. (Influence. By Robert B. Cialdini, Ph.D. Quill, NY,
1984, Revised 1993)
2) the Law of Attraction. I’m not talking about the new age idea of universal attraction. I’m
talking about a simple and practical application. People are attracted to commonality. It could
be a physical look, taste in fashion, same personality – they are all like magnets that will attract
other people who have that same look, fashion or personality

2. Publish A Book
We’ve heard this cry a thousand times: “I have the best products on the planet. I really care about my
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clients. But, I can’t get them to listen.” Of course not. You have failed to prove your Credibility.
Sales are not the results of product availability. They are the end result of a logical process. The
process requires you to prove that you possess four qualities: competence, integrity, presence, and
relevance. Interrupt the process and the prospect walks away. Try to close a sale before you
establish your Credibility and the prospect walks away.
Making that process work for you at the most
effective level means getting published. This is
the biggest, most powerful infusion of Credibility
you could ever get. And, you get it right where
you need it most – at the beginning of the
relationship.
Publishing a book puts you in charge of a whole
new ballgame! Along with your improved
Credibility comes greater trust and a heightened
expectation of success in the mind of the
prospect.

The Book. The book is the most credible
medium in the world. An author is perceived as
an expert. If he or she knows enough about the
subject to write a book, he or she probably is
indeed an expert. Picture yourself meeting a
new prospect and handing him a book. You say,
“I’d like to give you a copy of my new book. If
you want, I’ll autograph it for you.” Think that
would make a positive impression? Think it
would make a more positive impression than
simply handing him a business card? Think you
would gain some Credibility? The answer is a
resounding Yes!
The major drawback is that very few financial professionals have the time or talent to write a book. I
recognized this fact of life in 1990 when I was first hired to ghostwrite a book. It seemed that the
entire industry was fascinated that someone could actually write 200 pages of cogent content. The
covers you see here are two of the many covers we’ve developed for our Credibility Publishing
Program.

3. Introduction
One of our publishing clients said, “Michael, it’s not who you know that’s important; it’s how you know
them.” In other words, get an introduction by someone of prestige, or someone whom the client
already perceives as credible, or someone who has nothing to gain by saying nice things about you.
(In our book Presentation Magic, we explain how to use this nugget in a seminar situation.)
The key to using the Credibility Introduction is to find someone whom the audience will either like or
trust. Give that person a basic script to follow.
Case. I was waiting to go onto the stage and speak to about 150 of the top wealth managers for
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Merrill Lynch. My sponsor was just starting to deliver the introduction. But, instead of just delivering it,
he said, “Our next speaker is Michael Lovas. And, he wants me to introduce him like this.” Then he
began reading (and stumbling over) the introduction. It did not ruin the program, but it damaged the
beginning because I had to recover from the introduction.
What someone else says about you in an introduction determines how the new person will receive
you. Will he see you as just another salesman? Will he think of you as an amateur? You control that.
Your personality is one thing, but your Credibility and reputation are something completely different.
When you are being introduced in a professional setting, you need to be seen as a leader. And, that
is exactly how your friends and business contacts need to position you when they introduce you. How
would they know what to say? That’s up to you.
Bottom line. You are automatically assumed to be more credible if a credible source recommends
you or introduces you – and does it in the right way. And, when you introduce one of your vendors or
alliance partners, he takes on some of your own Credibility

4. Match the psychology
Ever hear someone say the Brittan and America are separated by a common language? Same thing
with regional differences, gender differences and psychological ones, too.
Example: About 70% of the population unconsciously searches for concrete facts. What do you think
happens when they meet the other 30%? They become confused by their failure to connect. That’s a
psychological difference. They, too, are separated by a common language. Knowing all of this makes
you aware, if not yet better prepared to bridge that gap.
The reason you should make the effort to match the client’s psychology is that it makes the
communication clearer. The first time I heard a financial advisor mention “alpha,” I thought he was
referring to the Alpha State, a deep level of relaxation – different language. When you consider how
complex financial concepts are, you really need to focus on making the data in your communication as
simple and clear as possible. As soon as the client thinks you’re hiding something or obscuring
details, your Credibility will be blown. This is a topic near and dear to my heart and I’ve been speaking
and coaching on it for about twenty years. (This is a problem our book Face Values seeks to
eliminate.)
In my research, I found a quote that comes from a place that is way out of the box – shoe box that is.
There actually is a publication titled Footwear News. And, I found an article titled “Floor Selling.
Professional Shoe Selling Techniques.” Weird as it may sound, many financial professionals could
learn a great deal from what is in that article. Look:
“The salesperson has to know how to open and close the sale, how to combine service with
selling, how to understand and apply customer psychology, how to quickly establish rapport and
Credibility with the customer, how to sell the extra pair, and how to sell accessories along with the
shoes. Customer counseling knowledge. It's a vital part of professional selling. It means
counseling about the product, fashion, shoe fit, and shoe care. Professional salespeople don't
wait for customers to make decisions. A robot can do that. Pros help direct the customer to a
decision by offering helpful information, suggestion and guidance.”
For many years, I’ve listened to financial and insurance people stamp their feet and demand to be
respected like doctors. But, people are lining up outside the doctor’s door, just hoping to get in. How
many people are lining up outside your door? Where doctors don’t need to know about rapport or
Credibility, advisors and agents do. And, in spite of that, more doctors understand rapport and
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Credibility (bedside manner) than advisors and agents. So, that’s two big strikes against you – not
only do shoe salespeople seem to know more about using effective psychology than financial people,
but worse – so do doctors!
Quickest way to match someone’s psychology – match their facial expressions and vocabulary –
especially the words that express their values. (This is a small segment of a very deep area of
psychology called Meta Programs. When you can recognize the other person’s Meta Programs, you
know exactly how to communicate with him/her.). If you want to learn how to match the other person’s
psychology, explore our books on: www.aboutpeople.com.

Michael Lovas, co-founder and Principal of About People, a training and consulting firm specializing in
Professional Credibility and the Science of Connection. He is the author of eight books, three columns, and a
thousand articles on Credibility and Connection in the financial industry. Michael is respected internationally as
a credibility coach, keynote speaker and author. His training, coaching and books take hard research and turn
it into logical, actionable skills and strategies.
His Face Values program is a one-of-a-kind, teaching you how to read people and understand them, merely by
looking into their faces. And, his new program Credibility is the result of nearly 20 years of personal research
and experience into what actually creates credibility.
© 2007 AboutPeople. All rights reserved.

www.aboutpeople.com
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Developing great client relationships is a key component for the success of your business. Ask any
successful business person and they will tell you that developing and executing sound client
relationships, is an important element in growing their business. Great relationships with customers
and clients leads to stronger loyalty, increased business, and multiple referrals.
It is not enough to just provide great service. Your clients have come to expect great service from
everyone they do business with. Therefore you have no real advantage by being excellent, you must
make the client FEEL important. Remember all thing being equal— the company with the best
relationship will get the business! Listed below I have some tips and strategies on how to build great
client relationships.
1. Put Your Relationship Plan In Writing:
Take the time to list all the different ways you can show or demonstrate to your clients how important
they are to you. Develop a client database and include information such as hobbies, birthdays,
interests, etc. A great resource for ideas on what type of information to collect is the book "Swim With
The Sharks" written by Harvey MacKay. Also, do research outside your industry or profession and
emulate successful client service concepts from other businesses. When you execute a great
strategy that you "found" in another industry or profession, you have a tremendous advantage over
your competitors. Remember, be creative, unique and excellent.
2. Partner With Your Clients :
Spend time with your clients to find out what is really important to them. The most obvious way is to
survey your clients on a regular basis. Surveys can take the form of phone calls, letters, faxes, or Emails. The point is, give your clients an opportunity to offer you feedback on the service you provide
to them.
Create a client advisory board. Ask three to five clients if they will participate and give you feedback
and a forum to test your new concepts and ideas. Your board can meet either in-person, via
teleconference, or a combination of both. If you are not comfortable with your clients knowing each
other, then ask them to serve as an advisor to you and just communicate with your board individually.
3. Convert Your Clients Into Champions:

___________________________

A champion is a client who believes in you and what you do so much
they want you to succeed, as if you were family. Champions do not
just talk about you, the brag about you and champion your business
wherever they go. Champions will multiply the benefit of everything
you do, they will give you testimonials, and the referrals from your
champions are worth gold.

You have no real
advantage by being
excellent, you must
make the client FEEL
important.
___________________________

Pay attention to your champions by monitoring their needs and telling them how important they are to
you. You must always exceed their expectations—every activity must be extraordinary. They only
way you will lose your champions is benign neglect. You must not lose contact with them, take them
for granted, and you must always be alert to the changes to their needs.
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4. Become A Resource To Your Clients:
Take an interest in your clients overall success. Send them articles on different success strategies
that are relevant to them or try giving them referrals to other professionals when appropriate. Always
ask how they are doing overall—not just in the area that is your specialty. You can never care enough
about your clients. The more successful they become, the more successful you become.

Developing a strategy for strong client relationship will allow you to maximize on your
business development efforts. Remember— great business relationships are vital to your
business success !

International Performance Grp. Inc.

"Results Based Coaching For Financial Advisors Worldwide"
In 1994, Joseph Lukacs founded and became president of International Performance Group Inc, an
international professional coaching company. Coach Joe Lukacs specializes in working with financial advisors
in such areas as, profitable business growth, business planning, business relationships, client development,
client retention, goal setting, motivation, and communication. Since 1994, Joseph has spent over 15,000 hours
coaching financial advisors. He currently privately coaches in excess of 75 advisors. In addition, Joseph is
coaching 20 different million-dollar partnerships and teams. Joseph has coached professionals from; Morgan
Stanley, Solomon Smith Barney, CIBC Oppenhiemer, RBC Dain Raucher, Edward Jones, and many others.
Copyright © 2007 International Performance Group Inc. All rights reserved.

www.ipginc.net
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I’ll never forget the first time the need for right sizing occurred to me. An professional was referred to
us, and was enquiring about our coaching process. Within 10 minutes, I learned that he had over 900
clients, that he was making a ton of money and that he had no life. He was stressed-out, out of shape
and had a whole host of issues going on in his personal life. Then the professional said, “I’ve heard
good things about you. I’m thinking about hiring you to help me grow my business.”
Wow. My reply to him was simple: “I think the best thing I can help you do is dismantle this thing.” We
started to work on the Pareto System, and after some initial resistance, this professional went from
close to 900 clients down to about 200 clients. In short order, his stress and overhead went down
while his productivity increased. Liberation and order were restored to his business and personal life.
_______________________

Many professional
advisors we’ve
seen have taken a
proverbial step
back in order to
take a quantum
leap forward.
_______________________

Shrink your Way to Success
Many elite professionals tell me that they feel they have hit a plateau and
they are having difficulties taking their businesses to the next level. In my
experience, they hit this plateau because they still subscribe to the alleged
precept that you must continually “grow or perish.” To me, this precept is a
fallacy. The maxim I suggest you live by is “profit and progress, or perish”.
Growth means “bigger,” profit and progress means “better.” Don’t get me
wrong, I want your profit to grow year after year, but that does not mean
that the number of relationships you manage must increase too.

In fact, when it comes to relationships, the goal is not to see how big you can get, but rather how
small you can stay. Right sizing is a critical step in moving to the next level; I can’t begin to tell you
how many professionals we’ve seen that have taken a proverbial step back in order to take a
quantum leap forward.
Minor Adjustments Can Lead to Major Improvements
Professionals who continually expand their client base eventually hit a point of diminishing returns.
Once you exceed your service capacity, you can no longer effectively competitor proof clients, gain
their complete full disclosure or maintain a high degree of referability. As a result, you are likely to
become stressed and frustrated, and to miss opportunities. Furthermore, unless you hire and manage
more staff (which takes time and money), you cannot effectively deploy your a service matrix. In time,
you will become perceived as a transactional generalist, and you will end up with a business that is a
mile wide and an inch deep.
The question you should ask yourself is this: if 20% of your clients generate 80% of your business, do
you invest 80% of your time on those 20%? To generate the qualified referrals that will allow you to
build a quality practice, you need to invest 80% of your time in those top 20% of your clients who
generate 80% of your income. Right sizing your clientele will allow you to do just this.
Getting Started • Client Classification & an Ideal Client Profile
The first thing to do in right sizing your practice is to classify your clients. Through the process of
classifying your current clients, you will create an ideal client profile which will allow you to identify the
type of clients that you wish to work with. We encourage you to engage in a detailed client
classification by using our Triple A approach.
The first A in this approach speaks to action. Are your clients willing to act on your advice? Do they
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acknowledge your areas of expertise? Most professionals stop at this stage of client classification, but
it is only the first step if you want to successfully right size your practice.
The second A refers to attitude, which, over the lifetime of your working relationship, is actually more
important than action. What is their attitude towards you? Do they focus on what you cost or what you
are worth? What is their attitude about empowerment? Do they fully disclose their situation to you?
Do they have an informed attitude about your field? Do they try to micromanage you? Are they
disrespectful to your staff?
The third A stands for advocacy. Your top clients will frequently recommend your services. Ideal
clients appreciate the merit of “buying into” a relationship with a professional consultant rather than
simply “buying” things from a salesperson. They are extremely loyal and they feel they are doing a
likeminded friend a disservice by not introducing them to you.
After completing this client classification process, you will be able to identify three types of clients:
customers, clients and advocates. A customer is someone who has some business with you, but also
patronizes another professional in your field. A client is someone who empowers you fully • who has
placed all of their business with you -- but they never refer people to you. An advocate is someone
who is an absolute joy to work with, and who recommends your services to anyone who will listen.
The value of your business has virtually nothing to do with how many clients you have and everything
to do with how many advocates you have.
Let Prospective Clients Convince you there is a Good Fit
Once you have created an ideal client profile, you need to commit to following it. When meeting with
prospective clients, we suggest that you explain that you have an ideal client profile, and that you
outline the three As. Include these topics on your meeting agenda, and explain why these features
makes you unique. Here is a script you can use to introduce the topic:
I’ve made the commitment to be a specialist rather than a generalist, and as a result, I am very
selective about the clients I work with. Unlike some professionals who are trying to build a big
business, and who attempt to be all things to all people, I prefer to be all things to some people. I
know my capacity, and if I go beyond that level, it will dilute the service I provide. I can’t allow that to
happen. While some professionals are fixated on making a sale, I’m concerned that there be a fit
between us, because I believe that is the foundation of a successful long-term working relationship. It
is for that reason I have an ideal client profile, and that I stick to it.
At that point, you would actually write out three A’s and then explain each one. You will find that
prospective clients will actually try to convince you that they meet your profile, rather than you having
to convince them that they should do business with you.
With existing clients, I suggest that you decide who among them meets your profile, or at least has
the ability to meet it within a reasonable period of time. Once you’ve established that list work hard to
competitor proof them, and to convert them to advocate status.
The Moment of Truth
After you have established your ideal client profile, you have an important choice to make about your
current clients who don’t meet your profile. This stage is where many professionals make a serious
error in judgment. Some professionals simply can’t bring themselves to let go. They tell me things
like, “some of these people have been with me since day one;” or “some of these people are like
family to me;” or “I can’t just give this revenue away.” The bottom line is this: you live by the rules you
set. Ultimately, you can make exceptions but be practical and realistic and try to step beyond emotion
and sentiment.
This brings us to the other mistake professionals often make. Often professionals tell me that they
really need to “fire some clients”. If you have too many clients, you are doing them a disservice by
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keeping them. For the clients with whom you have poor chemistry or for those that have a high hassle
factor, be a pro and bow out gracefully.
You’re Not Firing them, You’re Disassociating Respectfully
The next step in the right sizing process is to call to the clients on your list. (Of course, if your list is
sizeable you can launch this by a letter.) When speaking to each client, it is essential that you the
high road with a forthright and rational approach like this one:
Up until recently, I’ve been trying to be all things to all people, and over time, I found myself becoming
a generalist. As a result we’ve been bursting at the seams, and I’ve started to see things fall through
the cracks. Going forward, I’ve decided to become a specialist who strives to be all things to some
people. I know my capacity, and in order to offer superior service, I have to make some changes to
my practice. Part of that includes using an ideal client profile that reflects the type of client who is a
good fit for my team and I. (Outline AAA).
Based on this profile and our history together, I feel that going forward there probably isn’t a good fit.
However as a value added service, I have identified an advisor who I feel would be a better fit for you.
You’ll be amazed at what this exchange will reveal. Either the client will agree and move on
effortlessly, or they will become defensive and ultimately fight to stay on board with you. They’ll say
things like: “It never occurred to me that I should fully disclose my situation to you. I am willing to do
so now;” or “I didn’t know you were accepting new clients but I can start referring people to you.”
In cases like this, you can decide to conditionally keep the client on board, if they agree to respect the
rules of engagement. Given this opportunity, many clients will develop from being simply customers
into being true advocates. They do so because you clearly explain why it matters and how they will
benefit. However, when your instincts tell you that the client is not really going to respond, maintain
your integrity. Many of these clients will try to convince you that they can change, but when you sense
that they are simply paying lip service, be professional, but firm:
Professional: “I just don’t think there is a good fit going forward.”
Client: “But I can change, I didn’t mean to be a pain to your people.”
Professional: “I just don’t think there is a good fit, but I’ll introduce you to the other professional.”
Client: “But I don’t want to work with anyone else.”
Professional: “I appreciate that but based on the direction I’m taking my practice I just don’t think
there is a good fit here.”
The point of right sizing is to build a clientele made up exclusively of people you want to work with,
because these are the clients who will turn into raving fans and sing your praises to their friends,
family and associates. These clients are the key to building a successful, profitable business that
leaves you with enough time to enjoy the things that matter to you. Remember, it’s more important to
reach people who count, than to count the people you reach.

Duncan MacPherson has been working closely with entrepreneurs and financial advisors for over 15 years. He
began by promoting and orchestrating high-level business development seminars featuring some of the most
respected speakers and trainers in the world including ... Michael Gerber on the power of the E-Myth; Jim Rohn
on Leadership; Brian Tracy on Success Secrets; Tom Hopkins on Selling Skills; Harvey Mackay on Networking;
Harry Beckwith on Selling the Invisible; and Zig Ziglar on Personal Development. Duncan's company evolved
and began providing marketing and business development consulting services to top business people from a
variety of business sectors, including the financial services industry.
Copyright © 2007 Pareto Systems. All rights reserved.

www.ParetoSystems.com
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Financial advisors who earn commissions from placing products to implement the financial plans they
create often speak about the client’s cold feet, indecision, hesitation and second guessing the planner
among the many reasons why the recommended purchases are sometimes not made. Selling
consultatively supports the client’s decision making process and can help solve this problem. It is a
process.
Planners who lead their clients through a clearly defined process of financial decision making and
help clients understand that each step is a decision of some sort, appeal to those clients as having
the objectivity of a leader who has their best interests at heart. This is the most important type of trust
that a planner can develop. When the planner actively engages the client in the process, in a
collaborative way, this trust is strengthened.
The discovery agreement helps you bridge the gaps—yours and your client’s—between the intense
fact-finding and the anticipated intense presentation of your recommendations. It also helps defuse
any negative intensity; instead, building a positive intensity and anticipation for your
recommendations. Here’s what to do.
Following your fact-finding session, draft a simple letter to your client reciting the client’s goals and
the information you have “discovered” to be pertinent about working towards them. Ask for agreement
that this information is correct so that you can proceed with your work to study the situation and
develop your recommendations. You are being deliberate.
Discovery agreements are easy to over-complicate with long-winded
and detailed explanations and interpretations of facts and displays of
pedantry, but resist doing this at all costs. Keep it simple. The most
effective discovery agreements capture reality with elegant simplicity.
Follow this straightforward formula and your clients will appreciate it.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

____________________________

The most effective
discovery agreements
capture reality with
elegant simplicity
___________________________

Explain the purpose of your letter.
Recite your clients’ goals as they described them to you.
Describe your clients’ basic situation pertinent to their goals.
Restate their concerns, attitudes, and issues of importance that are relevant to their objectives.
Ask for your clients’ agreement on these statements (or for their corrections), signified by their
signing one copy of the letter and returning it to you in the envelope you provide.

Example:
Dear Toby:
I really enjoyed meeting you and hearing about your family, your children and your dreams for them.
You have a lot going for you, especially your supportive family and a prosperous career. Being a
single parent is no easy task.
When we were together we covered essentially two things: your goals and your situation relative to
those goals. The purpose of this letter is to recap what you told me and to agree on what’s relevant.
Then I can develop specific recommendations for you to consider and you will be able to make
informed decisions.
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You stated that your primary goals were, in priority order, to:
1. guarantee payment of the mortgage in the event you die or become disabled
2. fund a trust with sufficient capital to take care of both children through age 25, should you die
prematurely
3. assure completion of both Betty’s and Bill’s education through graduate school at the University of
Michigan or a school of equivalent accreditation and cost
4. supplement your current retirement plan contributions with additional investments to enable you to
retire completely at age 65, regardless of whether Social Security is available at all or whether the
retirement age is raised in your employer’s pension plan
You declared your assets to be entirely in your home’s net value, the several certificates of deposit
into which you placed your inheritance from your mother, your pension plan at work, and the mutual
fund you try to buy monthly with a $100. dollar cost averaging deposit you personally write a check
for. You decided that your car, furniture and family heirlooms are not to be considered assets
because they should not be liquidated if anything happens to you.
You declared your liabilities to be only your mortgage obligation, car loan payments and relatively
minor revolving credit debt on MasterCard, Visa and a few department store cards. Admirably, you
spend money wisely and unlike the government, you avoid deficit spending. You have no overdue tax
obligations.
You added at the end of our meeting that you are not concerned about the present ability of your
brother to care for your children as their guardian because of his ownership of a very successful
business, but that you are not sure how financially stable he may be in the long run, especially if he
and his wife have children of their own and/or the business is not so profitable. You asked me to
consider this when thinking through the issues about providing financial security and a good
education for Betty and Bill. You also thought that Bill, left to his own devices, might become a
spendthrift if he had too easy access to large amounts of money.
This is the information on which I will develop my specific recommendations for achieving your goals.
To authorize me to proceed, please sign one copy of this letter and mail it back in the envelope
provided, showing that you agree with the information as I have cited it here, or call me to make
adjustments and send you a corrected version for your approval. Once I have your agreement I will
develop recommendations for you.
Anticipating your approval thus far, I am looking forward to meeting with you again on March 21st to
explore my recommendations with you.
Sincerely,
Irwin. M. Goode, CFP
You can see in the way the content is organized that the client would know whether to agree,
reconsider goals or priorities, or offer additional important facts not thought of at the factfinding
session. The power of “sleeping on it” overnight is an important part of this technique, and clients
working with planners who employ discovery agreements solidify their thinking with it, anticipate
cogent recommendations, make effective decisions and become strong long-term clients.
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multiple interview advising and selling.
Use the discovery agreement routinely in your practice …and watch the implementation of
your ideas work a bit smoother.
If you anticipate that this will take too much time, consider this. The MS Word™ Speech Tool allows
you to speak into a microphone and have your words typed out on your computer. It takes a little time
to set up the system to your voice, but it is a real time saver. Then, about all you must do is carefully
edit the letter, which you would do anyway, and send it. Net cost: insignificant time and a microphone.
Benefit: tremendous.
You may pay a great price not to be doing this.
Happy Marketing

John H. Melchinger has been in financial services since 1977 and coaching financial professionals in private
practice marketing since 1984. John brands, re-packages and coaches above average advisors who are trying
to be great, to find and develop suitable markets according to their unique abilities, expertise and personal
temperament. John is the author of numerous books, including: Financial Practice Marketing Techniques,
Target Marketing, and The Agent Is a Businessperson. John is listed in the International Who's Who of
Professionals.
Copyright © 2007 John Melchinger. All rights reserved.

www.Melchinger.com
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Have you ever looked at a competitor and thought, "I’m better than this person. I’m smarter. I provide
a better service. Why does this guy get more customers than I?"? It’s boggling sometimes to see
someone you know is a clearly inferior professional who clearly makes more money and possibly
makes less.
The world is not fair. Entrepreneurs don’t need to be told about the injustices that exist in any given
industry. But there is a fair way to even the playing field to your advantage. It’s called personal
branding. The leading professionals, the ones whose client bases seem to expand even during down
times and who boast mid-six-figure incomes, continually attract clients because they have created a
personal brand identity. And as any marketer will tell you, the brand is everything. If you want to turn
yourself into a saleable, valued asset - instead of just another face in the crowd - you must build your
brand.
Which Shoe is Better?
Take the multi-billion dollar category of athletic shoes. You have Nike, the colossus. Hard on its heels
you have Reebok, Adidas, Fila and others. What’s the difference between them, other than logos and
advertising? Virtually nothing. So why does Nike own the world of shoes? Brand identity.
______________________________

The leading
professionals, the ones
whose client bases seem
to expand even during
down times and who
boast mid-six-figure
incomes, continually
attract clients because
they have created a
personal brand identity
_________________________________

People buy based on how a brand makes them feel emotionally.
They don’t buy based on logic. If "Just do it" strikes a chord with
a football player, he’s going to grab Nikes. It’s got almost
nothing to do with quality. Your average American doesn’t check
Consumer Reports ratings before he or she buys a pair of hightops.
The same truths apply to any product or service, including
financial services. If you can build a brand identity around your
practice - something which instantly creates a reaction in your
audience - you will attract clients and maintain your client base,
no matter what times are like

Naming Names
Charles Schwab was just a broker toiling on Wall Street. Then one day, he decides to turn his name
into a brand. He sends the Street reeling with discount brokerage services, which brings up a
powerful Personal Marketing principle: differentiation. But more important, Schwab turns on the
marketing machine and begins saturating the media with his name, face and company identity. Years
later, Schwab is perhaps the best-known name in finance to millions of Americans.
That’s the best example of turning a name into a brand. Martha Stewart is another. And there’s
nothing in branding that prevents you from doing the same for your financial services business, on a
smaller scale. The fundamental principles that you must follow in building your brand are:
Differentiate yourself. Schwab and others started out by hanging their marketing hats on something
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that made them different from their competitors. Whether you choose to highlight your education, your
high-tech equipment, an aspect of your service, or your expertise in a certain facet of finance, pick
something that sets you apart from others and begin from there.
Create a position. Your position is the place you occupy in the minds of your prospects. You might
specialize in a specific service (Jiffy Lube made millions with this concept), or focus on a specific
audience (real estate people often focus on a community, other’s can pick a dream client with unique
needs and goals). Decide what position suits your background, abilities and audience, then build your
marketing around driving that position home.
Consistent and persistent. Once you’ve determined your position and your differentiator, create
your brand by advertising yourself-over and over. Print ads, direct mail, radio, websites, speaking
engagements, newspaper articles-use any medium available to communicate your name, your slogan
and your message to the target audience.
Customize your services. Once you’ve built your brand, begin changing - evolving - your services
and business to fit your identity. If you preach personalized services, you need to qualify your identity
by promising to offer a specified amount of one-on-one time with your clients. If you talk about your
large, helpful staff, hire one. If you promise a unique specialty, back it up by offering a focused blend
of products and services based on the specialty.
Branding in Action
Brian Williamson, a professional photographer in Missouri, had fallen into some less than desirable
jobs in his career. It seemed, Brian was constantly being typecast as a wedding and senior portrait
jobs. While Brian was making a good amount of money overall, he wasn’t making as much money per
shoot as he knew he could, he was facing burn out, and he wasn’t living up to the potential of his
skills. He wanted to concentrate on taking portraits for models - he knew that the work was there and
that the marketplace wasn’t extremely crowded.
"It felt like I was in a rut," said Brian. "I knew that I had to make some serious decisions if I was ever
going to change my situation." Starting in February 2000, Brian - with the help of a professional ad
agency - printed and began distributing a personal brochure showcasing his works, philosophies,
specialty, and his personal style of doing business. The brochure never mentioned the words
"wedding" or "senior portraits." It focused on the services he wanted to provide most.
"Of the 1,200 talent scouts, ad firms, and referred clients who received brochures on the first mailing,
I received around 40 calls that led to 17 jobs," Brain recalled. "The people who called later confided
that thought they’d be comfortable working with me because I had shared my philosophies and
personal information in the brochures and postcards." After offering a referral discount to talent scouts
and distributing his brochures through his happy clients, the brochure led to more and more business
with every passing month.
Brian attributes the success of his brochure to the quality personal brand identity it conveyed to
prospective clients. Where many photographers in the industry had reputations for being introverted
and difficult to work with, he was positioned as a outgoing, caring professional who helped models
take a crucial step in their careers.
A Single, Powerful Idea
Combine a personal connection with a memorable slogan and you’ve got something. A slogan is a
single, powerful phrase that captures the essence of your position, your personality, and your
services. Slogans like "Just Do It," "Don’t Leave Home Without It," and "The Ultimate Driving
Machine" have become part of popular culture, showing the power of a memorable slogan.
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In creating a slogan for your practice, focus on getting past trite phrases to find something that
captures you as a person. Stay away from timeworn ideas and cliches that make you blend into the
background. They’ve been done a million times, and they say nothing to your prospects. One of the
core principles of Personal Branding is making your message unique to you, and for that you need a
unique slogan. Focus on ideas that will elicit an emotional reaction from your target audience.
The Master Plan
A thorough marketing plan is the first step in any successful marketing program. Sadly, it’s a step
many entrepreneurs skip. A marketing plan takes time to create and revise, and that’s time that many
busy professionals simply won’t invest. If you want to brand yourself properly and spend your
marketing dollars wisely, invest the time as carefully as you invest any other important facet of your
business.
Some elements of a useful marketing plan:
Budget. How much are you going to spend on your Personal Branding campaign? It’s shocking how
many people create a plan without any coherent idea of what they’ll be spending. Look at your
marketing budget as a percentage of your total income, and plan on spending between 15 and 30
percent of your income on marketing to conduct a proper campaign. If you think that sounds high,
consider that some of the top independent professionals spend as much as 40% of their revenue on
marketing.
Strategy. What are your goals? In what amount of time? Who are your competitors, and where are
they failing to meet the needs of your target audience? These are all strategic elements of your plan.
They include the broad plans you have for your business: growth goals, where you’d like to be in five
years, and so on. List them as specifically as possible and then outline how you’ll get there.
Niche. Niche marketing is another tent-stake of Personal Marketing. Under it, you don’t market to
everyone, but to a smaller, select audience of carefully chosen prospects. It’s exclusionary marketing,
and it’s proven to work. Look at the types of clients you want and the money you’d like to make, and
the people in your sphere of influence who you think have the best chance of helping you reach your
desired income level. Ideally, you should closely identify a single, exclusive demographic and focus
your brand on their perceptions, needs, and demands.
Tactics. What will you mail? When will you mail? How long will your mailing campaigns last? How will
you distribute your brochures? What publications will you look at for print advertising? These and
other deployment questions are crucial, and you must answer them all before making a move. Make
sure you have complete direct mail schedules and a list of ideas for distributing brochures and other
materials.
Some advisors think a marketing plan is for people who are already successful. In reality, it’s what
advisors do to become successful.
Marketing Always Has an Effect
The trouble you’ll take in creating a marketing plan, developing your position and doing the
demographic research in choosing your niche is well worth it for one big reason: marketing is never
without effect. It either enhances your business or makes you look ridiculous. Proper Personal
Branding, given a year to work its magic, will turn you into a brand that endures even when market
conditions force your competitors to scramble for bottom-feeder clients.
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Five tips for making the most of branding:
1. Clone Yourself. Branding gives you the chance to build equity and saleable value for your
business that doesn’t depend on your sweat. By hiring the right staff to perform revenue-generating
tasks that don’t involve you, you’re freeing yourself to create the most possible revenue, and building
a business identity that has resale value, just as physicians and dentists do.
2. Watch Your Competitors. See what other people in your industry are doing and do the opposite.
Most of them will make silly marketing mistakes, but they’ll try to take you down with them. Resist the
temptation and stick to Personal Branding principles.
3. Use Your Name. Build your brand by using your name (Charles Schwab did it). You want to build
a practice with enduring value around your persona and your name captures that idea better than
anything else. Remember, your clients’ do not make decisions based on what is rational - it is the
emotional connection they will have with you personally that will impact their decisions.
4. Publish. If at all possible, write articles, write a book, create a website. Having published
information available to the public enhances your brand identity and increases your equity.
5. Saturate The Marketplace. When you think everyone in your area is sick of hearing your name, do
another mailing. Research shows it takes the average consumer up to 5 strong exposures to a brand
to even recognize and remember the name of a person or product! So even if you think people are
sick of you, they’re not. Keep pushing your brand.

Peter Montoya is the nation's leading authority on branding, and a recognized expert in helping financial
professionals develop and market their businesses. He has worked with over 2,000 Financial Advisors during
the past 10 years. Today, Peter Montoya Inc. is the leading marketing and branding firm for Financial Advisors.
Peter is also a charismatic and sought-after speaker, and he shares his knowledge across the nation, frequently
addressing Financial Advisors about branding and business-development topics. Constantly cited by the media,
Peter has written three books about branding – The Brand Called You for Financial Advisors and The Personal
Branding Phenomenon.
Copyright © 2007 Peter Montoya Inc. All rights reserved.

www.PeterMontoya.com
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Tracy Piercy
Financial professionals, whether they are accountants, insurance reps or stock brokers, are used to
asking their clients about money – it’s how we get the information we need to make an accurate
financial plan. But are you getting the whole picture? What are the questions you aren’t asking? I
suspect many of the unasked questions are the delicate ones, where you have to probe your client’s
attitudes, and determine their comfort zone.
Here are some that I have used in my practice:
–
–
–
–
–

At what point do you relax about money?
At what point is it not a key factor in most of your daily life?
Are you more comfortable with money in the bank or with income you know is coming in?
How much money do you like to see in the bank?
How much income do you need to stop worrying?

Here are some even more unusual questions:
- Are you more comfortable spending items of a smaller value such as $20 x 5 items or one item at
$100?
– Do you carry cash?
– If so, how much do you like to have in your wallet?
– Do you withdraw what you need or do you have a regular comfortable amount of money you
withdraw each time?
– Do you spend as much time thinking of ways to generate income as you do thinking of ways to
spend it? Do you know how much you really spend each month?
– Does a certain amount of income register in your mind as being worthy of your time and
consideration?
– If so, what is it?
– Is there a point when the income potential just doesn’t seem significant?
You can probably think of many more questions to ask on this topic,
but do they really matter? The answer is absolutely. Because
becoming aware of your clients’ biases, values and comfort levels
will help you to help them plan for today and for the future.
Speaking from my own experience as a working person running a
household (not just as a financial advisor), it took a long time before
I realized having money in the bank or in an investment didn’t really
mean as much to me as knowing I had income on a regular basis.

_____________________________

Becoming aware of
your clients’ biases,
values and comfort
levels will help you to
help them plan for
today and for the future
______________________________

I am much more relaxed about financial matters when I can plan around a regular income, rather than
having to apportion larger sums less frequently. With this knowledge, I can plan my preferred income
structure accordingly. Clients in sales, for instance, with a comfort level like mine would be happier
selling more items with a smaller commission than larger items with a bigger paycheque.
For long-term financial planning, many people want to know how much money they will have
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available to them when they leave work. If the person asking had a profile similar to mine (which is
the most common profile, by the way), then even if they achieved their target accumulation figure,
they would be extremely uncomfortable with that lump sum of available wealth unless the underlying
assets could provide a guaranteed income. People with this profile will also be more stressed
watching the value of their savings drop as they withdraw funds for income needs.
Whether they like it or not, it’s invaluable for your clients to understand these things so they can make
decisions that support their emotions around money. When your clients are aware of their real needs
and communicate them to you, their advisor, together you can make decisions and plans that will
support them and allow them to have financial control over their destiny while keeping stress at bay.
All because you asked the right questions.

Tracy Piercy is a Certified Financial Planner with over 16 years’ success in the financial industry as a broker,
instructor and advisor to industry regulators and institutions. Her company, MoneyMinding® Inc., goes beyond
traditional planning to integrate success principles with universal financial planning strategies. MoneyMinding is
an inspirational financial education system that expands traditional savings and investment advice to encourage
possibilities without cutting back.
Just as a crash diet does not help people maintain a healthy weight, financial “diets” don’t work.
MoneyMinding® teaches people to connect day-to-day financial activities with their goals and dreams to attain
the financial lifestyle they desire. Now, she is training financial industry advisors and other professionals to use
MoneyMinding® in their practices as a marketing and client service tool that builds client knowledge and
relationships while saving time, and enhancing industry compliance.
Copyright © 2007 Money Minding. All rights reserved.

www.MoneyMinding.com
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Have you emotionally retired from your business, your personal life or both?
If you haven’t already emotionally retired, when will emotional retirement happen to you? When you
are 40, 45, 50, 55, 60, 65 … has it happened already, or is it happening right now?
Clues that emotional retirement has set are - you have no written vision, business plan and goals, you
have no marketing plan, brand and niche marketing strategy, you try to do everything yourself, you
sell too many products, you have too many clients and you have not segmented the clients you have,
you do too many favors for little or no money, you are not making enough money and you do not ask
for referrals. Why?
With the cost of retirement looming and compounding by the minute, can you, your business, your
clients or family afford for you to be emotionally retired? What effect is emotional retirement having on
your clients? Are you a financial survivor or a financial advisor?
It is said that 2 in 10 baby boomers have a financial advisor and with the realization of their wealth,
the opportunity for financial advisors abounds to create value for themselves and their clients. We
often hear that money will buy you happiness. With the tsunami of baby boomers that will need a
financial advisor in the next decade then why is it that many financial advisors are not smiling?
Whether you are a seasoned professional making seven figures or just starting out, this information
applies to you and will save you many years of struggle down the line.
What is emotional retirement? We have given emotional retirement many different labels in the past.
Burn out, a funk, a slump, unmotivated … and within the word unmotivated lays the crux of the
problem.
___________________________

One of the most
common unmet
needs is approval
___________________________

Motivation just does not work. It is unsustainable. Motivation only
lasts for a short period of time and cannot be sustained. Why? Let’s
look at the source of the word motivation in the dictionary. “Motive –
the sense of need, fear, etc.” – Webster’s Dictionary.
Why on earth would you want to be motivated by a need or fear?

For if you take action based upon the avoidance of a need or a fear you may very well get the results
but in the end, you will still be haunted by the need and the fear. As soon as you meet the short term
need or fear, poof, your motivation goes away until the next time you are in a state of need or fear.
Not a happy existence.
Not asking for referrals is one example of how unresolved unmet needs, and the attached limiting
beliefs and limiting emotions sabotages you and contributes to your emotional retirement.
A need cannot be met by something outside of the self and examples are: by a person, place,
possession, position etc. A simple example is how many times have you heard a person say, “I’ll be
happy when I make the million dollar level?” An unmet need must be met from within.
One of the most common unmet needs is approval. If you have an unmet need, the unmet need is the
foundation for a series of limiting beliefs and emotions.
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Unmet need = approval.
Limiting belief = I am not good enough.
Limiting emotion = Fear
Unmet needs lay dormant in ones’ subconscious mind. The unmet need of approval can be triggered
by your thought of asking for a referral. The thought of asking for a referral triggers the subconscious
unmet need of approval along with limiting beliefs of, “I am not good enough” and emotion of fear and
the result is no action is taken towards asking for the referral.
If you do manage to fight your way through the limiting beliefs and fear, your approach will come off
all wrong in front of the client. It will appear that you have a hidden agenda – getting your unmet
needs met versus adding value to the client and their associate. The result, no referral and you will
likely beat yourself up for not getting a result.
Unmet needs will also get in your way when it comes to creating a written vision, business plan and
goals.
Unmet need = security.
Limiting belief = I don’t have enough money and time.
Limiting emotion = Fear.
The result = I have to keep selling and don’t have the money or time to stop to write a written vision,
business plan and goals.
The above scenario will keep you locked into being a financial survivor versus becoming a financial
advisor. The long term solution is work with a trained professional to help to identify and meet your
unmet need and clear the attached limiting beliefs and emotions.
The short term solution is practice a few simple steps every single day. Purchase a journal and write
down all of your successes, no matter how small and write down how they make you feel.
To inspire yourself to write your vision, business plan and goals for the last quarter of 2007 and set
the stage for 2008, write down all of your successes for the past 12 months along with how they
made you feel. If you think it, you will forget it, if you write it you will make it into a reality.

Simon Reilly is an expert Financial Advisor Business Coach, Speaker & Writer with over a decade of
experience helping Financial Advisors through his Removing Your Roadblocks To Success Program to deal
with the following issues that include; * Building A Vision, Business & Marketing Plan * Attracting & Hiring
Office Managers, Associate Advisors, Marketing Assistants & Personal Assistants * Client Segmentation &
Delegating B & C Clients * Attracting High Net Worth Clients * Asking For & Receiving More Referrals *
Succession Planning. Simon continues to be acknowledged as being one of the best speakers at events that
include; Advocis, Private Company Conferences, Pro-Seminars and The Independent Financial Brokers.
Simon was published in the October 2007 Edition of The Advocis FORUM Magazine. Simon is writing his first
book titled “The Unmet Needs Disease - How To Clear Your Roadblocks To Success & Prosper As A Financial
Advisor By Meeting Your Unmet Needs”
Copyright © 2007 Leading Advisor. All rights reserved.

www.LeadingAdvisor.com
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Art Schooley
Driving back from a client’s recently I saw a sign that caught my attention. It said, “Failing to plan is
planning to fail.” The Company that had it posted on their front lawn was one that opened their doors
modestly in 2002. Since that time I have seen their show room slowly expand, their name inching
everywhere into our local media and their client base and loyalty gradually rise to an unprecedented
high. It’s always inspirational for me to see companies that have found their niche in the market
continue to evolve and grow stronger.
It’s not by accident that Companies like this one become successful while others become stagnant
and eventually close their doors. I’ll bet you that this company has invested in themselves through
regular and ongoing strategic planning and reviews. It takes time and energy to turn your focus
inward when you are a business owner; it doesn’t seem a priority when there are clients to serve and
deadlines to meet. Giving attention to our own business through regular business assessment and
planning can be somewhat like the fable of the Shoe Maker’s children. In the financial services
industry we ask our clients to share their dreams with us. We encourage regular meetings so we can
see how we’re doing, and we provide positive suggestions if things need to change. So, I’ll ask you …
when was the last time you did this for your own business?
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planning day, the one thing you need to articulate is your Vision and how it will become an integral
part of your day-to-day operations. Once you have clarified your Vision, you can then develop a game
plan, develop consensus amongst your team and begin to make the changes necessary to support
your Vision and values.
WHERE
As for Where, there may be a temptation to hold this meeting in your office. Furthermore, you may
think that you can facilitate this on your own. The very nature of a Strategic Planning Meeting dictates
that an offsite venue be chosen and the meeting facilitated by someone who has experience in group
process. An excellent facilitator and one that is familiar with your business will ensure you reach your
objectives and the meeting has positive outcomes. Briefly, let’s compare the difference between a
“meeting” and one that is focused on “strategic planning”. The purpose of a meeting is to convey or
exchange information. The structure is usually hierarchical by nature, the outcomes are generally
predictable, the risk and capacity to drive change is low and emotions do not usually come into play.
Offsite Strategic Planning Meetings, however, enable the organization to explore issues or ideas and
make specific decisions and plans for the future. They are participative by nature and can be
unpredictable. The capacity to drive change, as well as the risks, is generally high. The meeting may
become emotionally intense – another reason a professional facilitator should be used.
WHEN
Without a doubt, Strategic Planning Meetings should occur on a regular, annual basis. There are
three components to a successful practice: intention, process and measurement. Once a year, you
need to make a commitment to your organization to review your Vision, progress and future goals. By
conducting a Strategic Planning Meeting you will allow yourself and your team to focus deeply on
your direction and allow for the thoughtful approach necessary for this.
Good Strategic Planning Meetings produce a list of to-dos that need to be executed in the year
following the meeting. If you just leave the strategic planning day without any plans to follow up, all of
your good intentions will go by the wayside. So, if you’re going to invest in a day of Strategic
Planning, make sure you’re also going to invest in quarterly follow-ups.
WHY
As a business owner, you want to be successful. You know that you need to grow and adapt. You
desire a productive team. You are looking to the future of your business and also your personal life.
You need balance and understanding, clarification and direction. Remember, “If you don’t know
where you’re going, any road will get you there.” (Lou Gerstner, Jr. former president of IBM.)

Art’s passion throughout his entire career has been to help advisors develop and succeed in the financial
services business. For 34 years, he excelled as a field manager with results that were, in part, due to his ability
to assist independent advisors in growing their practices. When running the organization they were consistently
recognized for results in the top three in Canada and in the top 10 Worldwide.
Art’s strength lies in his leadership skills and his ability and willingness to mentor individuals. He developed and
led one of the most successful teams in Canada and has been recognized as being innovative and visionary.
He is well known and respected throughout the financial services industry, both in Canada and internationally.
Art has served on the national board of Advocis and directed the 2001 annual Advocis conference (which was
judged by attendees as the best ever).
Copyright © 2007 The Personal Coach. All rights reserved.

www.The PersonalCoach.ca
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Dan Sullivan
What do your clients want more than money? This is a question every business has to answer on
some level. The greatest opportunities for business growth lie in the areas where price is no object.
Here, selling becomes much easier and competition becomes irrelevant. There is a kind of wealth
people are seeking today that is about more than just money — a new wealth, which the most
successful companies will make it their business to enhance for all their clientele.

New measures for wealth
More people around the world are materially wealthy than ever before. The desire to acquire goods
and gather money may always be part of the fundamental human survival instinct, carried over from
our early days as hunter-gatherers. But more and more individuals are discovering that their love
affair with objects is one that will never be truly fulfilling. Things are a disappointment. What really
moves them are experiences in which they are able to expand themselves, to increase their
capabilities and, as Harvard Business School professor Shoshanna Zuboff puts it, achieve
“psychological self-determination.”
_________________________________________

Understanding this fundamental
desire is key to providing what
people truly want
_________________________________________

This self-expansion is the “New Wealth” — a different
measure of prosperity for a different age. Understanding
this fundamental desire is key to providing what people
truly want, what they will find most rewarding, and what
they will be willing to pay for.

The experience of New Wealth
What, then, does this New Wealth entail? What is it that people want most in this age? Here are 12
qualities that make up the experience of New Wealth:
* Meaning: They feel that they are at the forefront of economic, political, cultural, and social progress.
* Purpose: They feel that they are demonstrating through their activities and achievements how life
can be for everyone else.
* Capability: They feel that the new tools and systems provided by microtechnology lead to ever
increasing powers of creativity, productivity, and cooperation.
* Opportunity: They feel that things will always get bigger and better, and that their future is only
limited by their imagination.
* Independence: They feel that they are in control of the forces and factors that make their future
bigger and better.
* Influence: They feel that they are important people within their society — respected and admired.
* Significance: They feel that what they contribute to others is greater than what they receive — and
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that their success is justified by the value they create.

* Health: They feel that age is an attitude, and that being perpetually young is a function of being
motivated, productive, and useful.
* Enjoyment: They feel that the contribution they make to society entitles them to the best that
society offers in the way of luxury, entertainment, recreation, and learning.
* Ease: They feel that their personally-generated success entitles them to be supported and served
by the best abilities of other people.
* Income: They feel that their ability to make money is constantly growing, and that the opportunities
for doing so are always increasing.
* Assets: They feel that they will always have more money than they need, and that this surplus is a
growing source of confidence, creativity, and capability.
“Haves” and “have-nots”
The disparity between the “haves” and the “have-nots” in our world is vast. But never before has the
veil between them been more permeable. Many “haves” who inherited their status or counted on a
bureaucracy to provide for them for the rest of their lives have been abandoned. Their bureaucratic
thinking and skills prove to be of no help to them in this new economy.
At the same time, many people who would be considered “have-nots” have developed a fluency with
microtechnology, developed new forms of value, and crossed over into prosperity. They’re not
motivated by status, but by growth and learning, so their future is unlimited.
The next century belongs to those who can acquire the characteristics of the New Wealth — then help
others acquire them. Where bureaucracies foster dependence on them, successful entrepreneurial
organizations will thrive by fostering empowerment in the individual. The experience this creates is
incredibly rewarding, both for those who provide it and those who receive it. If you are a source of
increased freedom and ability in some aspect of another’s life, price will never be an issue, because
they will always perceive you as “worth it” for the transformation you provide.

Dan Sullivan is founder and president of Strategic Coach®. A visionary, an innovator, and a gifted conceptual
thinker, Dan has over 30 years’ experience as a highly regarded speaker, consultant, strategic planner, and
coach to entrepreneurial individuals and groups. Dan’s belief in and commitment to the power of the
entrepreneur is evident in all areas of Strategic Coach and its successful coaching Program, which works to
help entrepreneurs reach their full potential in both their business and personal lives. He is author of The 21st
Century Agent, How The Best Get Better®, How The Best Get Better® 2, The Laws of Lifetime Growth, and
The Advisor Century.
TM & © 2008. The Strategic Coach Inc. All rights reserved.

www.StrategicCoach.ca
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Making the transition from networking activities to sales requires that you become well known on an
individual basis. Gaining high individual visibility will ultimately permit you to deliver more products
and services to the people in your niche market because you will have stepped out from the crowd
and they can identify you as someone who is clearly different.
It is critical to understand, however, that one of the most effective ways to achieve high individual
visibility and to create more sales is to meet people face-to-face. Current research indicates that 77
percent of affluent Americans are interested in purchasing financial services and products from
individuals that they meet face-to-face. This means that you have to join and participate in your niche
market organizations not only to have name recognition, but to have face recognition as well.
Networking helps shape the prospect’s perspective about you.
Sales are created, however, when you are working and
interacting side-by-side with the very people around whom you
want to build your business. Make the network work for you by
working the network. To convert the visibility you gain from
networking into sales, you must recognize the fundamental
prospecting principle in networking – your personal interaction
will drive curiosity and, ultimately, the sales process.

__________________________________

Affluent Americans are
interested in purchasing
financial services and
products from individuals
that they meet face-to-face
___________________________________

There is an insurance agency that wanted to target CPAs as a niche market and several of the
agents were interested in building a relationship with these accountants. They wanted to become the
personal insurance agents of these CPAs. To facilitate the process, the agency put on special events
and informational seminars designed for their target market of CPAs. The agency was very
successful in this phase of networking. Eventually, these seminars became accredited as continuing
education programs for CPAs. The program was so valuable that CPAs from a wide geographic area
began attending. The CPAs’ evaluations of the programs were always very high. They felt the
information was timely and topical and also very applicable to their practices.
Yet, after five of these programs, the agents had not seen much of an increase in sales and
wondered why. The agency and the agents had built great visibility and credibility with these CPAs
and were positioned as extremely valuable resources. What was the missing link? The individual
agents had not stepped out to establish personal interaction with the CPAs one-on-one. The agents
were not using the credibility they built for their agency (and themselves) effectively. They needed to
represent and demonstrate these strengths on a personal basis.
In this case, it meant becoming pro-active by reaching out after the courses and contacting the
individual CPAs to begin building personal relationships. This one-on-one contact is the missing link
that many agents struggle with and that prevents them from turning networking events into sales.
How can you take your high visibility resource positioning and establish credibility and convert that
into sales? There are two very effective ways to do this:
1. When you’re attending a networking function such as an association meeting, golf outing, or other
activity where you are interacting with prospects, target three or four individuals at that function
that you want to meet with individually after the function is over. As an example, if you attend
association meetings, sit at a different table each month and meet the two people on your left and
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the two people on your right. Engage them in dialogue to build rapport, and thus open the door.
First, ask the people you’re targeting to meet with you individually. You need to approach them
instead of waiting for them to come to you. For example, invite the people you meet at the
function to get together with you one-on-one for breakfast or lunch or simply for coffee so that you
can “hear more about what they do” and brief them on some of the things you’ve been able to do
for individuals like them. The personal outreach that you make to an individual (not to sell them
something, but to hear more about what they do) is essential if you want to create sales from your
marketing and prospecting efforts.
2. Offer something of value to drive a desire to meet with you. As an example, take a camera to the
association or organizational meetings and take a picture of yourself with the guest speaker and a
couple of prospects. You can then call the prospects on the telephone and offer to bring by their
“momento” of the event. Great opportunity for you to get in the door. Also, you may offer to bring a
copy of the notes that you took from the program, particularly if it was a speaker bringing ideas
applicable and of interest to them. Or, you can simply offer to bring by a copy of a book,
audiotape, or magazine that you discussed during lunch.
The most important point in this process is to realize that when you do meet with these people for the
first time, don’t immediately jump into a sales mode. When you’re transitioning from networking and
prospecting activity to sales activity, you must continue to build rapport and to increase their level of
trust. Otherwise, they’ll think you’re just there to sell them as opposed to building a long term,
mutually profitable relationship. Be sure that you focus on learning more about their business and
starting a relationship with them. This is the type of pro-active, one-on-one approach it takes to
convert your visibility into sales. Once you’ve gotten the door open and you’re in their place of
business or in their home, take the opportunity to build rapport and then move forward into your
research and needs analysis phase as is appropriate.
One-on-one contact is the most forgotten link between visibility and sales. As Dr. David Clark, a
professional fund-raiser in Dallas, Texas, says, “Friend-raising precedes fund-raising.” The same
principle applies when you are converting your marketing and prospecting activities into sales
activities.
In today’s over-marketed society, it’s vitally important that you take the time and have the patience to
demonstrate a personal interest as opposed to simply a financial interest in perspective clients.

C. Richard Weylman is an expert in marketing, selling and communicating to affluent and high net worth people.
He is the author of “Opening Closed Doors, Keys To Reaching Hard-to-Reach People,” as well as numerous
sales, relationship and marketing and management audio and video education programs. To discover the
many resources he has to offer you and your organization, including his speaking topics, free weekly marketing
tips (emailed to you), free articles and much more, go to www.richardweylman.com or call 1-800-535-4332 to
schedule Richard to speak at your next event.
©2008 by C. Richard Weylman. All rights reserved.

www.RichardWeylman.com
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C
Coonncclluussiioonn
We hope that you have found this White Paper to be of value to your practice.
Please feel free to contact any of the coaches with questions you may have about their articles in this
White Paper or if you would like a consultation with them. Many of them offer a free initial consultation
or a free webinar to get to know them better and to determine if there is a good “fit” for your needs.
You can find their contact info via their websites or contact us at info@TheEliteAdvisor.ca
The Elite Advisor™ has been pleased to bring you this exceptional White Paper filled with countless
ideas and strategies from our All-Star line-up of World Class Coaches.

Peter Lantos – Editor / Publisher

“Where your business is today is the result of decisions you made yesterday.
Where your business will be tomorrow will be the result of decisions you make today!”

This White Paper is just a small sample of the ideas and strategies that are available on our website.
Please take a few minutes and visit The Elite Advisor website to find hundreds of sales ideas,
marketing strategies, e-Books, White Papers, Webinars, Advisor Development, Practice
Management, Audios, Videos, Podcasts, and much more from the World Class Coaches.
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